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AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
APRIL 2002
Each year a certain joy visits Whitworth as springtime records its first few victories over the stubborn presence of winter. This year our joy was pierced.
Two days before Spring Break, Cameron Gray, a sophomore from Austin, Texas, was struck by a car as she crossed a nearby street; she died within hours
of the accident. Separating for Spring Break was difficult as we all carried a deep sense of unfinished mourning. The day our community reunited marked
the beginning of Holy Week. It would be a week in which we'd draw comfort from the Man of Sorrows, strength from the resurrected Lion of Judah,
and consolation from the remarkable life of Cameron Gray. Cameron arrived at Whitworth with the intelligence level of, maybe, Rhode Island. During
her senior year in high school, she and her mother sat in our living room and mused about the differences between her final two college choices: Johns
Hopkins and Whitworth. She settled on Whitworth, feeling it provided a better opportunity for her to grow as a person. And grow she did. After witnessing
the rise of this diminutive young woman we felt both empty and inspired when she departed. We all cling to Cameron's deep faith in the resurrected Christ,
but my greatest consolation comes from the words expressed by the person who brought this wonderful young woman into the world. On the morning
of Cameron's death, her mother was able to whisper, "Somehow I know that God loves Cameron even more than I do, and I know she is now with him."
We will miss this dear child of God.
ACADEMICS
I thought it would be interesting this month for you to catch a glimpse of
a few faculty members' recent endeavors:
• Susan Mabry (Math/Computer Science) just returned from the Na-
tional Science Foundation where she served on a review panel for a
grant competition. She was the only reviewer from a private liberal arts
college on the 16-member panel. This experience provided a good deal
of insight into how grants are reviewed and how to develop stronger
proposals.
• Forrest Baird (Philosophy) spent his sabbatical revising the fourth
edition of his. book series, Philosophic Classics. He focused on "the
basics of teaching" and was able to visit and speak with professors of
ancient philosophy at a number of colleges and universities. He ended
his sabbatical by leading a Jan Term study tour to Athens.
• Betty Williams (Education) just received official confirmation
through Rep. George Nethercutt' s office that the Spokane Guild's
School will be awarded a $500,000 federal-appropriations bill for
research on best practices for serving infants and toddlers with dis-
abilities and their families. The program will begin in May 2002.
Because Betty facilitated the strategic planning that led to this funding
and helped draft the original application, she has been asked to provide
direction for the project. She'll do a great job.
• Barbara Sanders (Education) has been honored with an appointment
to the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education Board
of Examiners for a three-year term. NCATE is the professional body
that reviews and accredits the teacher preparation programs in the U.S.
• Ken Pecka, '80 (Instructional Resources), has received an in-kind
grant from the SMARTer Kids Foundation that will allow Whitworth
trcpuhase NEC portable projectors at a substantial discount below
the regular school pricing. The value of the grant is $42,525.
• Rick Hornor, '70 (Academic Affairs/Theatre), has been invited by
el-r&faD Pilgrim, director of education at Spokane's Northwest Mu-
seum of Arts and Culture, to conduct workshops this month for the
museum's docents.
• Karen Stevens (Chemistry) returned from sabbatical having written
several articles for publication in both educational and research jour-
nals in chemistry. One of the articles discussed teaching pedagogy in
chemistry. (My mother needed this when she gave me my first, and
only, chemistry set and I tried to blow up our garage.) Two other
articles were based on Karen's current research.
• Mike Ingram (Communications Studies) used his sabbatical time to
do research in the area of civility and ethics, leading to his attendance
at the National Communication Association Ethics Conference and
revisions to a number of his courses.
ENROLLMENT
Our family doesn't have a great track record for remembering to get
the mail every day (or two, or three...), but we have a 12th grader trying
to decide on a college. (I know what you're thinking and it's too painful
for me to talk about, but our older daughter and son went to Whitworth,
and to quote from a horrible song performed by a human named Meat
Loaf, "Two out of three ain't bad.") So this is the time of year when all
of us dash to the mailbox to get financial-aid news. Whitworth' s Financial
Aid Office has sent out awards to all new freshmen and transfer students
who applied by the priority deadline of March 1. If you are a student
planning to start at Whitworth this fall, and if you filed the FAFSA form
by the deadline and have not yet heard from our Financial Aid Office staff,
give them a call at 1-800-533-4668.
Whitworth's fifth annual Faculty Scholarship Competition program
is on campus this weekend. Prospective freshmen who have been admit-
ted with honors will have the opportunity to compete for two four-year,
full-tuition scholarships. Students will interact with Whitworth faculty and
make juried presentations. On the less competitive side, they will also
attend the annual Hawaiian Club Luau and come to our house for a
reception.
STUDENT LIFE
Political scrambling at Whitworth is in full swing. ASWC has been
consumed with this since Spring Break, as next year's executive and
residence-hall elected positions are currently being voted upon. All other
student-leader positions are already hired, and the whole group of new
student leaders will be meeting on April 20 for leadership training.
April rocks at Whitworth. Outdoor Rec will sponsor rock-climbing
every Wednesday afternoon. Students will also have the opportunity to
head downtown to see the Broadway presentation of The Music Man and
then rock the night away at the annual spring formal, A Night in the Orient.
April will end with Springfest, ASWC' s carnival-like celebration featur-
ing professional bands and comedians, lots of food, inflatable games and
activity booths. All proceeds from Springfest this year will go to the
Second Harvest Food Bank.
This month I'm hosting two more living-room conversations with
students. Next week we will talk about how to create a warmer, more
affirming environment for those who feel like outsiders at Whitworth.
Toward the end of the month we will talk about students' intellectual life
at Whitworth. In last month's discussion on being a Christian at Whitworth,
one of the recurring themes was how hurtful it is when we withhold
compassion toward a person because he or she does not share our spiritual
convictions. I hope the example of Christ's far-reaching love can become
the lens through which we see all people, even those who aren't members
of our particular groups. In that spirit, kudos to the many students who will
be acting as facilitators for Spokane's Congress on Race Relations at the
end of the month.
RESOURCES
Whitworth's most important resource is its people. I'm regularly
amazed by the talent and dedication of the folks who carry out the mission
of this institution. I thought you might be interested in two human resource
items. Later this week I'm hosting a living-room conversation for some
faculty and staff around the subject of women's career mobility in higher
education and at Whitworth College. Actually, Whitworth has done a very
good job numerically in expanding the presence of women on the faculty
and in administration (for example, three of our four vice-presidents are
women). But we need to make sure that when folks crack through the glass
ceiling we give them a microphone that works. So I look forward to this
gathering. Related to all of this is the information that next month our
human resources director, Alice Mewbourn, is retiring. She'll be the first
member of the president's cabinet to leave since 1997. Alice has been so
helpful to so many people in so many ways. Her departure will be a great
loss to Whitworth, and we wish her all the best.
ATHLETICS
Last Saturday, I got a great workout being a fan. I dashed from track to
baseball to tennis to softball to track to tennis to baseball to track to home.
I was whipped, but I felt better than the Lewis & Clark baseball players as
Whitworth racked up 43 runs against them in three games. The Bucs are
headed for another run at the Northwest Conference pennant. Despite an
overall record of 11-11, Whitworth is 7-2 in the NWC and tied for first
place, coming off a weekend sweep of LC. Transfer Kurt Reese has been
spectacular on the mound, going 3-1 in five starts with a 2.37 earned run
average. Senior catcher Brian Savery is having another outstanding
season, batting .384 with 22 RBI. Freshman infielder Daniel Gebbers is
leading the team at the plate, batting .395.
Whitworth softball has shown improvement this season despite the
team's youth. Of the 16 players on the roster, 12 are freshmen. Four of
those freshmen are batting over .400 so far this season. Aubri Azzarito and
Andraya Robertson are both hitting .426, while Carrie Edwards and Lacey
Thompson are batting .400. It was fun to watch them play. They're going
to get good.
Whitworth's track-and-field teams are hoping to repeat as Northwest
Conference champions in 2002. The Pirate men continue to be led by
senior Ryosuke (Leo) Suzuki, who is just scary fast. The two-time
defending NWC champion in the 400 has the conference's fastest time this
year as well. Jessica Austin currently has the country's second-fastest time
in the steeplechase, Abby Jo Hornstein earned a provisional qualifying
score of 4,074 points in the heptathlon, and Kristen Shields has posted a
time of 12.37 in the 100. Whitworth hosts the NWC Championships April
26-27 at Boppell Track in the Pine Bowl. I look forward to seeing track
alumni at breakfast before the conference meet on Saturday, April 27. Call
us at 800-532-4668 or 509-777-3799 to make reservations for the break-
fast. Coach Toby Schwarz will tell how the program has risen so sharply.
Also giving brief remarks will be Chuck Boppell (who is finding out about
giving those remarks as he reads this), benefactor of Boppell Track and
chair of our board of trustees.
The tennis teams are looking to peak for the NWC tournament, which
we'll host in Yakima on April 19-20. Jill Vaughan is 6-3 in singles
matches this season and has paired with Jill Huibregtse to post a record of
4-5 against some very formidable competition at no. 1 doubles. The men's
doubles team of Edwin Rivera and Justin Glaser is 4-3 this season.
The swim teams concluded great seasons well. Freshman Serena Fadel
scored 32 points all by herself at the NCAA Division HI Women's
Swimming and Diving Championships, becoming the highest-placing
Whitworth woman ever at the meet when she placed 5th in the 200
breaststroke (2:22.31). She also finished 8th in the 400 individual medley
and 10th in the 200 individual medley. And for the men, sophomore Kevin
Wang became Whitworth's first individual NCAA champion in any sport
when he won the 400 individual medley at the Men's NCAA Division III
Swimming and Diving Championships. His time of 3:55.99 shattered the
old Whitworth record and was within 1.5 seconds of the NCAA Division
HI national record. His performance highlighted an outstanding meet by
the Whitworth men, who finished 10th overall with 136 points. Senior
Brent Rice concluded his outstanding career with two more NCAA All-
America finishes — a third in the 200 individual medley and a sixth in the
400 I.M. He retires as a six-time NCAA All-American. Junior Ryan
Freeman earned Whitworth's other All-America award when he finished
fifth in the 100 backstroke and added an 1 1 th place in the 200 back.
ALUMNI
Thirty-one alumni, parents and friends of Whitworth enjoyed eight
incredible days during Spring Break on the Core 650 Tour to China
with Forrest Baird (Philosophy). Alumni Director Tad Wisenor writes,
"Visits to important historical sites were enriched by Forrest' s lectures on
Eastern philosophy and Chinese history. The group spent six nights in
Beijing, where we visited the Great Wall and the Forbidden City, and two
in Xi' an, where we saw the terra cotta warriors." Similar educational
programs are offered annually for Whitworthians, so look for announce-
ments of future programs.
For information on the following events, please contact the Office of
Alumni and Parent Relations at 800-532-4668, 509-777-3799, or
alumni@whitworth.edu. You can register for most events online at
www.whitworth.edu/calendar/alumnicalendar.htm.
Plan to run back to campus on April 27 for a track-and-field reunion.
Visit with fellow athletes, hear from Head Coach Toby Schwarz, and
watch the Pirates compete in the NWC track-and-field meet at Boppell
Track. Whitworth's 1959 Evergreen Conference Champions will be there,
and all former tracksters are invited to attend. Breakfast begins at 9, and the
cost is $7. Reservations are required.
Plan now to join us on Saturday night, May 4, in the HUB for a chance
to carbo-load for Bloomsday and connect with other alumni and
friends. Enjoy a pasta buffet and entertainment for just $7.
The Class of 1942 will be joined by other alumni in the 50+'C!ub for
a luncheon celebration on Saturday, May 18, on campus in the HUB.
This will be a wonderful time to honor the graduates and share memories.
The classes of 1950-54, 1961-62, 1971-72 and 1981-82 are allituttlink
special era reunions this summer. Registration materials should have
arrived already, so if you haven't seen them, please let us know.
Can there be a more resilient population than college students? Papers,
tests, and deadlines pull, while youthful optimism and a caring community
push. Students' vitality helps us all to see life beyond death. And we do.
But a catastrophe of the proportion of Cameron Gray's death can leave
some of its victims in utter ruin. Last Thursday I witnessed a miraculous
effort to reclaim one of those victims. At 3 that afternoon I stood in a small
circle held together by abject pain and overflowing grace. Cameron's
family had asked to meet with the driver of the vehicle that brought her life
to an end. Tears flowed as a heartbroken young man searched for words to
express his regret and sorrow. On the night of the accident, he was actually
on his way home from training as a volunteer firefighter and he simply did
not see Cameron crossing a dark corner. In a split second, his life became
one of unimaginable torment. But last Thursday afternoon, Cameron's
family literally held him in love and support and forgiveness as they prayea
for his full restoration. Their benediction on Cameron's life was a commis-
sion of overwhelming grace. And, as they quietly explained, their source
of strength was the amazing grace that they themselves had experienced.
There is a balm in Gilead.
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AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
DECEMBER 2002
Every now and then we catch ourselves in pleasant absurdities. Last night I was sitting at my computer listening via the Internet to a
University of Iowa basketball game (a close friend is the Iowa coach) while looking at my favorite art website. Preparing myself for Advent,
I was relishing 15th- and 16th-century paintings of the Annunciation. Somehow the great masters managed to brush astonishment and
serenity into the countenance of a young teenage girl learning that she would carry the Messiah in her womb. I sat in my chair quite divided.
This box in front of me served as the portal for 500-year-old artwork to carry me back 2,000 years to the most stunning moment in human
experience; the box also carried shouts of great plays by college students 1,400 miles away. It was hard not to laugh when I stepped back
and looked at myself. But I was struck by the thought that God still offers greatness to ordinary young people leading ordinary lives.
Greatness is often found in moments when the ordinary becomes extraordinary — in extraordinary kindness, extraordinary effort,
extraordinary compassion, extraordinary achievement, and extraordinary submission to the most mundane of God's calls. I hope this is the
greatness we are calling forth from our students. Thank you for a year in which you so generously presented your greatness to Whitworth in
so many moments and in so many ways.
ACADEMICS
Whitworth Dean of the Chapel and Associate Professor of
Religion Terry McGonigal received the Dove of Peace Award
recently from the Center for Christian-Jewish Dialogue, in
Colorado Springs. "When Terry lived here in Colorado Springs, he
was very widely known as a bridge-builder between the Jewish and
the Christian communities," said Rabbi Howard Abel Hirsch,
founding president of the Center for Christian-Jewish Dialogue.
"We could think of no one who better exemplified the ideals of the
center than Terry." Terry's conciliatory spirit continues as he
blesses us at Whitworth.
Last month I mentioned that I would give you some great
stocking stuffer ideas from this fall's faculty publications. The
following titles are available through the Whitworth Bookstore or
through online vendors such as Amazon.com.
Teaching as an Act of Faith, edited by Arlin Migliazzo (Politics &
History), with a very helpful and meaty introduction by Arlin, and
chapters by Lois Kieffaber (Physics), Lee Anne Chaney (Biology),
Bob Clark (Sociology) and Mike Ingram (Communication Studies)
on the integration of faith and teaching.
Law, Religion and Public Policy, by Julia Stronks (Politics &
History)
The Reluctant Traveler, A Pilgrimage Through Loss and Recovery,
by Diane Marr (Education)
Leading People from the Middle, by Bill Robinson (Last Friday
morning when I was flipping pancakes for our kids, my next book
idea came to me: Feeding People from the Griddle. Some days I
think I'm a better chef than president.)
Becoming Evil: How Ordinary People Commit Genocide and Mass
Killing, by Jim Waller (Psychology)
The Gospel According to Mark, a commentary by James Edwards
(Religion)
Comparative Politics, by Michael Le Roy (Politics & History)
Research Methods in Political Science, by Michael Corbett and
Michael K. Le Roy
Thg Essential Guide to XML Technologies, by Ron Turner
(Computer Science)
This is the time of year when music brings poignancy to our
emotions. By the time you receive this newsletter, our famed
Christmas concerts will have already blessed many. I thought you
might also be interested in the November activities of the
Whitworth Wind Symphony. Under the direction of Richard
Strauch, the group held a benefit concert at a local church to raise
funds for the Street Kids Project, a student-run Whitworth program.
Later in the month, the wind symphony performed a fall concert
that featured a recent piece, Johann de Meij's Symphony No. 1: The
Lord of the Rings, as well as more familiar pieces including Percy
Grainger's Irish Tune from County Derry (better known as the tune
to Danny Boy). Wind symphonies can sound absolutely majestic,
and majesty is what we heard at this concert.
ENROLLMENT
In November we hosted what might be two of our most joyful
annual events. At the first, the individuals and families who
provide scholarships and the students who receive them joined for a
real "thanksgiving dinner." Each year, this is like a reunion of
people who don't know each other. Students performed and shared
their gratitude with great eloquence. This year, more than 175
scholarships were given to very deserving students. The next day I
received the following e-mail: "...I am paying for college by
myself, due to the fact that my mom is a single parent working two
jobs just to pay the bills. I wanted to let you know that it looked
like I was going to have to leave Whitworth in the spring of my
senior year. I had no money and wasn't being approved for the loan
amount that I needed because I had already taken out so many
loans. When I found out that I was approved for the Early Fifties
Endowed Scholarship, I started crying. Is there any way that I can
thank the donors? That scholarship has enabled me to be pretty
confident that I will be able to continue school at Whitworth. I still
have a bit left to pay and am trying to figure out how to cover it, but
I just wanted to let you know how much the scholarship meant to
me. Whitworth has had an enormous impact on who I have become
as a person, and it has always been my goal to be the first person in
my family to graduate from college. The financial help that
Whitworth has offered me has enabled me to fulfill my dream.
Thank you again."
The second event, the Corporate Sponsor Luncheon, which
honors our generous corporate benefactors, also offered a great
opportunity for students to say thanks to area businesses that
support them through scholarships, internships and, dare I say, jobs.
Spokane has superb corporate citizens!
Financial Aid Director Wendy Olson reports that renewal
FAFSA applications will be sent out from the Department of
Education this month to continuing students. Families can
submit the renewal application after Jan. 1, 2003. Some students
will be sent a PIN number instead of the paper renewal form. PINs
can be used to file the renewal FAFSA form online and to sign the
form electronically. Parents can obtain PINs (for their electronic
signatures) by going to www.pin.ed.gov.
STUDENT LIFE
November is wild for students. Among the highlights, in addition
to a way-too-late Thanksgiving break, activities included:
• The volleyball team's prosperity provided lots of opportunities for
students to pack the fieldhouse, as more than 1,000 people attended
each of the contests. After one match, the men's and women's
basketball teams also previewed their talents with a men's slam-
dunk contest and the women's team crushing a group of aging,
gameless, loser noonballers. We made glaciers look quick. In our
defense, when coach Matt Shupper said, "Let's go out there and be
competitive," we thought he said "...be contemplative." And we
definitely out-contemplated them. While we thought, they scored.
• ASWC hosted a panel made up of clergy and faculty from almost
every denomination to discuss women's roles from a biblical
standpoint and to explore how theological viewpoints affect the
roles of women in the church today.
• Residence-hall programming this month looked at gender roles,
eating disorders, creating healthy relationships, and
interdenominational issues.
• The International Banquet and evening of entertainment was a big
success this month, as was the Kanikapila celebration from our
Hawaiian Club.
• November's activities concluded with Club Night. ASWC rented
a nightclub with all the lights and music, and students boogied the
night away.
RESOURCES
December is the one month when I have to be pretty shameless
in asking for your support. It is the biggest month of the year for
The Whitworth Fund. In order to stay on target to reach our budget
of $1.3 million this year, we need gifts in excess of $500,000 this
month. Behind this bold request is my daily witness of the amazing
ways that our students and alumni are bringing physical and
spiritual support to so many people in need. We will be really
grateful for any contributions you make to this mind-and-heart
mission.
I told you last month that we were privileged to have jazz great
Jimmy Heath perform on campus this fall. I need to add that
scores of young Spokane-area musicians were able to attend this
concert because of a generous grant from The Principal Financial
that helped to underwrite the concert in addition to providing
$1,000 worth of tickets to local schools.
Faculty publications are not the only stocking stuffers for you to
consider. I can tell you that I wouldn't mind having my stocking
stuffed with that the final $1,000,000 pledge for Weyerhaeuser Hall.
I'd go through the roof without the benefit of a chimney. Dear Elsie
Fariss just pledged a $50,000 gift for the building to honor the
commitment of her late husband, Mel, to international students.
The office of the dean of our School of Global Commerce and
Management will be named in Mel's honor.
Parents: We have completed a temporary location for the
health center in the lower level of Baldwin-Jenkins. This will
serve as the short-term location for the next 18 to 24 months until
we are able to house the HC in a permanent spot planned for
Hendrick Hall. This interim space shortens the trip for our sleep-
deprived, mono-magnet BJ freshmen.
ATHLETICS
It's transition time between fall and winter sports, and there's a
ton of news. Check out our athletics website
(www.whitworth.edu/Athleticsandex.htm) for more information.
I have only enough room here for a factual report of our great fall
teams. In January I'll give you the rundown of our winter sports.
As of this writing, our men's basketball team is undefeated, our
women hoopsters are 3-1, our men's swim team is 6-0, and our
swimmin' women have one loss.
Varsity golf will return to Whitworth next fall. The Spokane
Country Club will be the home course for Whitworth's men's and
women's teams, thanks to a generous contribution from Vern and
Mary Ziegler, longtime Whitworth supporters and owners of
Ziggy's Building Centers. The Crimson Club is also contributing to
cover costs associated with launching the program. Warren
Friedrichs will coach both teams.
Four football Bucs were named to the All-Northwest
Conference First Team: quarterback Scott Biglin, wide receiver
Dwayne Tawney, linebacker Jonathan Hook and free safety Jeff
Riddell. Offensive lineman Isaac Larson and defensive lineman
Matt Meyerson were named to the second team, and running back
Billy Condon, wide receiver K.C. Dameron, cornerback Mike
Anderson, and defensive lineman Daniel Jones received honorable
mentions. The Bucs finished a wonderful 2002 season with a record
of 7-3.
Our women's cross-country team won its first-ever NCAA West
Regional title and advanced to the NCAA Div. III meet. The
Pirate women edged Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 66-67 in the
regionals, while the men finished sixth. Leslie Nelson, Kristi
Dickey, Elizabeth Abbey, Jessica Austin and Rebecca Jamieson
went to nationals, where they finished 21st in the country
Julie Weatherred, MVP of the NWC in volleyball, football
players Billy Condon and Jeff Riddell, and soccer player Kurt
Kagawa have been named to their respective Verizon Academic
All-District 8 College Division Teams. This is a huge honor for
these students.
Whitworth opened volleyball regionals at home by defeating the
national champions, La Verne University. Unfortunately, the
Pirates met their match with top-ranked CSU-Hayward on Saturday
night. Seniors departing from this best-ever team include Julie
Weatherred (All-American, two-time NWC Player of the Year),
Nicole Weedman (all-conference), Jill Vaughan (all-conference, 2nd
team), Michelle Etter (all-conference, 2nd team), Lindsay Wagstaff
(all-conference, honorable mention), Annie Buck, Karen Robnette,
and Jamie Rydbom.
This year's Pirate Night IX raised more than $30,000 for our
programs. The proceeds will go toward fieldhouse improvements,
which will include upgrades to facilitate winter practices for
baseball and softball. Thanks to all of you generous Pirate fans!
ALUMNI
There a few spaces remaining for the next summer's trip to
Germany with Religion Professor Jim Edwards and his wife,
Janie. Find all of the details at
www.whitworth.edu/alumni/germany2003.htm.
We have upcoming alumni events planned in connection with
our very strong basketball teams. Jan. 4: Annual Alumni Night at
the fieldhouse. Free admission and post-game ice cream for all
alumni and their families as the Pirates take on George Fox at 6 and
8 p.m. Students aren't back from break yet, so we need you, and we
need you loud. Jan. 11: Between-game reception at University of
Puget Sound in Tacoma. Jan. 25: Between-game reception at
Lewis and Clark in Portland. Meet the coaches at both of these
events, enjoy refreshments, and cheer on the Pirates in hostile
territory.
Alumni gatherings:
• Feb. 2, 7 p.m.: I'll be hosting an alumni reception/conversation at
National Presbyterian Church in Washington, D.C.
• Feb. 2-5: Trinity Presbyterian Church, in Santa Ana, Calif, hosts
an annual endowed-speaker series, and this year they have invited
Religion Professor Jim Edwards.
• Feb. 9: Alumni, parents and friends are invited to First
Presbyterian Church in downtown Seattle to hr from
Communications Professor Ron Pyle in our continuing series of
Core 650 regional programs. More information to follow.
Terry McGonigal's award reminds us of something we often get
backward. It is popular and pleasing to think that Christ reconciled
to us so that we can be victorious. But the gospel is that Christ was
victorious so that we can be reconciled — reconciled to God and to
each other. There is a lot in the air that is provoking us to condemn
others. When we do, I think we profane Christ's victory. I have
been a guest of Muslims in Gaza and Jews in Jerusalem, and they
were great people who need to be reconciled. But neither they nor I
will ever know reconciliation if we indulge in scattershot
condemnation of peoples rather than acts. As we celebrate the
coming of the Prince of Peace, I hope we avoid joining those in the
first century who expected a messiah of victory more than a
messiah of reconciliation. Jesus brought both. Enough preaching.
It's just that my heart is a little sore these days. Well, my thoracic
cavity should get filled in a bit tonight when our living room will be
filled with students grappling with ideas and then singing Christmas
carols. And you also are my heart therapists. When I think of your
warm friendship with Whitworth, it snaps me into an Advent mood.
So thanks for that and thanks for your partnership in 2002.
•
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AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
FEBRUARY 2002
I'm on the way back from my 161h annual Washington, D.C., conference of college presidents. For the first time, my schedule was so tight that I wasn't
able to end the political briefing sessions by spending a few hours at the National Gallery of Art. I'll never make that mistake again. I feel like I forgot
to wash my hands. Actually, I'm very grateful for our public servants, but it's best if my last picture of D.C. is one painted in 1 6th-century Italy rather
than one spun by a poll-driven speechwriter. Speaking of speechwriters, while I was at the conference I heard a story that makes a case for everyone
having a liberal-arts education. Historian Michael Beschloss told of a speech prepared for Lyndon Johnson in which Aristotle was quoted. LBJ,
reviewing the speech, read the quote and remarked something along the lines of, "I like the quote, but nobody's heard of Aristotle. Tell 'ern my daddy
said that." Eek. Well, we've begun our second semester this academic year of educating Whitworth students. If one of them becomes president, you
can listen for a word from Aristotle. Thanks for your great support of the Whitworth mission.
ACADEMICS
It would be hard to read this newsletter regularly and not notice that
several of our faculty are building reputations that go far beyond
Whitworth's borders. One such scholar, Laurie Lamon, '78 (English),
has received the prestigious Graves Award in the Humanities. The award
is given biennially to 8-10 faculty from private liberal-arts colleges in
Washington, California, and Oregon. The stipend will allow Laurie to
spend the summer and part of the fall writing poetry and researching the
"Poetry of Witness" in order to develop a course. Congratulations, Laurie.
Spring Convocation will be especially joyous this year. We will
celebrate Founder's Day and honor Floyd Daniel, a wonderful pho-
tographer who has enriched Whitworth significantly and has been of
particular help to our Art Department. Also, Dale Soden (History) will
provide a glimpse of an amazing group that brought great honor to
Whitworth only 18 years after our founding — the 1908 football team.
Send Dale (dsoden@whitworth.edu) a note if you'd like a copy of his
remarks or if you have information that we should have in our archives.
We have a new professor in our School of Global Commerce and
Management. Jake Semeijn will teach and serve as director of our Master
of International Management Program. He comes to us from a similar
position at the University of Maastricht, in the Netherlands. Jake received
his M.I.M. degree from Thunderbird Graduate School of International
Management, completed his doctoral work at Arizona State University,
and has considerable work experience in international business. Inciden-
tally, we've also hired two great new professors for the fall. In a very short
time this new school will take its place among the best business programs
in the Northwest.
Cathy Kroeger, a former board member at Whitworth who teaches
Greek at Gordon Conwell Seminary, joined the Whitworth commu-
nity during Jan Term to offer students a fascinating study of women in
Christianity. Her course description refers to the historical, biblical, and
theological foundations for perspectives on the roles of women in ex-
pressing their faith, exercising their gifts, and exploring their sense of
calling. It is really exciting for us to witness the number of women who
hear God's call to ministry while at Whitworth. In December, Bonnie and
I had an opportunity to hear a recent alum give her first sermon. We
listened with wet eyes as we heard our daughter tell of being held in God's
loving hands.
Scott Kolbo (Art) recently displayed his prints in the Koehler Gallery.
The enticing title of the exhibit was Sequential Narratives About Street
Preachers, Homeless Women, Slapstick Comedy, Stinky Feet and a Very
Large Trojan Horse. Although my pen is drooling to make some smart
remark about the title, I'll just say that Scott is a gifted artist and I really
enjoyed his work.
Arlin Migliazzo (History) has just published a book, Lands of True
and Certain Bounty: The Geographical Theories and Colonization
Strategies of Jean Pierre Puny (Susquehanna Press, 2002). One critic
writes, "This book is the most thorough and comprehensive treatment to
date of a very early and important movement of Europeans to the southern
colonial frontier. [The book is] a fascinating window into the mind of an
ambitious, adventuresome and influential European expansionist."
Congratulations to Arlin.
ENROLLMENT
The Financial Aid Office is beginning to review files for the 2002-2003
academic year. New students who have applied by the March 1 deadline
will begin to receive their financial aid award notices in the mail in early
April. Continuing students who meet the May 1 deadline for submitting
their FAFSAs will receive their notices during May and June. If continu-
ing students need summer aid (which is very limited), their renewal
deadline is March 1. Merit scholarships are automatically renewed. Also, the
Financial Aid Office would like to remind parents and students that we have
updated the scholarship information pages on our website(www.whitworth.edu/
financialaid). Please check it out for more information.
Applications for fall 2002 continue to be very strong. With so many
applicants, it is really important for students to complete their admissions
files by March 1. Also, April 14 and 15 is Sneak Preview weekend for high
school juniors.
As Spring Term begins, we are especially enthusiastic in welcoming
eight new students from Sweden, Korea, Mexico, Ukraine, and
Nigeria. We're glad to have you at Whitworth!
STUDENT LIFE
February, the month we associate with romance, is definitely a month
to boogie at Whitworth. Valentine's Day features a Blind-Date Dance for
which students set up friends with dates the friends have admired from afar.
(I find this format terrifying as I think back on the horror I would have seen
in the eyes of the person who opened the door when I showed up.) The
Black Student Union will host one of its great dances on the 16th following
the annual Soul Food Dinner. And at the end of the month, Arend Hall will
be sponsoring its Green with Envy Dance. I'm not even going to tell you
how this one works. These people are nuts. Besides dancing, students will
be cheering on men's and women's basketball, with both teams in the
playoff picture, and the swim teams' conference meet at Whitworth this
year. Students will also be entertained by the professional on-campus game
show Outcast — a chance to win money a la Survivor-style elimination of
teammates — and they'll hear from Hawaiian comedian Kermit Apio.
Students who appreciate more sedentary entertainment have enjoyed
the opportunity to see the movie classics Rear Window, The Maltese
Falcon, and High Noon and to hear our annual Women Composers
Concert.
RESOURCES
If she'd been strutting around our fieldhouse, Chicken Little might
have gotten doinked by way more than an acorn. But C.L. is safe now.
As we were planning to replace the building's 40-year-old roof, officials
informed us that the existing structure did not meet current code require-
ments. So Randy Ramey, a great Bucs fan and supporter, mobilized a crew
that inserted large steel "X" bars across the interior roof of the facility. It
was a pretty big project, but the crews worked during the night so the
disruption was minimal. We will be replacing the roof and skylights this
spring and adding two inches of insulation so that we can keep our
expensive heat on the inside of the building.
Our summer energy conservation projects and the efforts of our
students, faculty and staff are starting to bear fruit. Consumption
levels are down 5 to 10 percent from last year, even after the addition of
Boppell Hall. Though natural gas costs are starting to come back to earth,
the rapid rise in electric rates means that we need to continue to be diligent
in this area.
I want to express again my appreciation for your financial support in
December. I didn't have the final tally for my December newsletter. As
it turns out, when I wrote you in November about us being behind in giving
it was worse than! thought, and when I wrote in January that it looked like
you'd made up the difference it was better than I thought. (I usually write
this in the first week of the month, and we don't get our monthly financials
until the second week.) We ended November $96,000 behind the 2000
year-to-date, and we ended December $3,000 ahead. Thank you so much!
I know some of you really stretched. Again, I really prefer using this piece
to inform you, thank you, and brag to you, so I hope it's a long time before
I have to use it again to ask you to help us with our annual giving.
Sometime in the next month, all of our alumni and donors will be
receiving information about our next big building project,
Weyerhaeuser Hall. I was surprised to discover that Whitworth has
never invited the entire alumni base to participate in supporting a capital
project. So I think you'll enjoy seeing the plans for this exciting project.
ATHLETICS
I loved watching the Whitworth swim teams conclude the dual-meet
portion of their season by defeating Whitman. The men finish with a
dual-meet record of 7-2 overall, 6-0 in the Northwest Conference, while
the women finish 5-4, 5-1. The next step is the conference championship
meet Feb. 15-17 at the Whitworth Aquatics Center. Whitworth's men are
defending NWC champions, while the women are defending runners-up.
I'll give you all the stats next month.
What was supposed to be a rebuilding year for the women's basket-
ball team could be a "re-playoff' year in the NWC. The Pirates (15-
8 overall, 10-4 NWC) are currently tied for second place in the standings.
Senior guard Erica Ewart just set the Whitworth career three-point record.
She now has 110 treys and counting, and she broke the record of 108 set 4-beill.eive the closing plenary speech to the faithful few who remain.by Annette Sweeney from 1991-95. Three freshmen are part of the reason
the team is challenging for an NWC playoff spot. These three, whose
names I've mentioned before and will undoubtedly mention again, are
Tiffany Speer, Sarah Shogren and Dani Bielec. All have played huge roles
in the Pirates' success.
of charge to all alumni. If you have not yet received one, please e-mail
khabbestad@whitworth.edu or call the Office of Alumni and Parent
Relations at 800-533-4668.
Whitworth's men are also in the chase for an NWC playoff spot. The
Pirates (17-6, 10-4) defeated pre-season NWC favorite Lewis & Clark for
the second time last Saturday. After thumping Whitman last Tuesday and
beating Linfield on Friday, Whitworth is in third place and still has a
chance at the conference title — but the Pirates must win their final two road
games and hope they get some help. Junior Kyle Jensen and senior Travis
Meserve have stepped up big during this end-of-the-season push. And
sophomore forward Bryan Depew, who earned All-Northwest Confer-
ence first-team honors as a freshman, is picking up where he left off last
season. He is currently 4th in the NWC in both scoring average and
rebounding, he's been named NWC Player of the Week twice this season,
and his six double-doubles are the third-highest total in the conference.
ALUMNI
Alumni Night produced the largest fieldhouse crowd of the season,
turning up the volume for a terrific night of basketball as the Pirates
defeated the Lewis & Clark Pioneers in men's and women's action. The
crowd liked the new bleachers and championship banners, and nearly 500
alumni and friends enjoyed the post-game ice cream social.
Looking for an old roommate? Wondering where your old teammates
are working now? Copies of the 2000 Alumni Directory are available free
MISCELLANEOUS
Our award-winning wind and jazz ensembles will be all over the West
this spring. Here's the schedule: March 16, First Presbyterian, Bend, Ore;
March 17, Bidwell Pres., Chico, Calif.; March 18, Carmichael Pres.,
Sacramento; March 19-20, the Bay Area; March 21, Reno, Nev.; and
March 23, Boise. If you're in one of those last three areas you'll be
receiving information soon about venues for the March 19-23 dates. We
hope you can hear our very talented students on this whirlwind tour. For
additional info, contact Fine Arts Tour Coordinator Kevin Benson, '00, at
800-532-4668 or kbenson@whitworth.edu.
Whitworth's great staff does incredible behind-the-scenes work. Pub-
lic Information Specialist Julie Riddle, '92, won a Bronze Award from the
Council for the Advancement and Support of Education for a press release
she wrote about Whitworth' s fall theatre production, God's Country. Julie
demonstrated great skill and sensitivity in promoting a play that was
intended to be thought-provoking but faced a significantly different
audience in light of the Sept. 11 attacks. Her award will be presented later
this month at CASE's annual District VIII conference in Portland, where
When I taught statistics I always made a big deal out of a principle known
as "regression toward the mean." Its power and predictability fascinated
me. The principle claims that extremes naturally retract back toward the
average. In the past month I've covered more than 30,000 miles and I'm
in the process of knocking off another 3,000 as I fly home right now. So
I've been doing some serious people-watching, wondering how the world
is returning from the horror of Sept. 11 to a more normal existence. Do we
hang on to the lessons learned in a time of crisis? After a couple of intense
days in Washington, D.C., I get the sense that the bipartisanship Congress
displayed during those post-attack days is regressing toward the mean
(which is often mean). Travelers are also getting cranky again. I need to
challenge myself and our students to recall what we were learning and
feeling during last September's crisis. Have we forgotten to take those
lessons with us as we trudge back toward normal? Do we value the
relationships of those dear to us as much now as we did then? Do we hear
Jesus saying, "Take courage. It is I; don't be afraid" as clearly as we heard
him then? What I do know is that when I get home tonight, I'm going to do
hugs like I did in September. God's blessings to all of you. Thanks for
standing with us as we try to make "normal" a little better than it used to be.
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2002. I'm ready for it. The new year always seems to renew my hope levels. Although 2001 brought many blessings to Whitworth, it was a cruel year
for so many people all over the world. It's very hard for me to know how to lead our students right now. I want them filled with joy and thankful for
the grace of God (or the dumb luck, depending on their worldview) that has landed them in their stations of privilege. I also want them to be horrified
by the hunger and strife grinding down so many souls that wound up being born in the wrong places on this planet. When I don't know how to lead, it's
a good time to be led. Tonight I walked through the dining hall for the first time since the students returned (I've been in Utah, Oklahoma and Seattle
in the past week). Their optimism was infectious. Somehow they seem to have a picture of reality that unites exuberance and concern. They are often
my tutors in matters of the heart, especially in their first few post-hibernation days before sleep deprivation sets in again. I pray that this will be a great
year for all of you. I wish I knew how to communicate the strength and stability that your support has added to Whitworth. I am very thankful to God
that you are among the people who care about our mission of mind and heart.
ACADEMICS
It was a joy to welcome our former academic vice president, Darrell
Guder, back to campus as a guest lecturer. Darrell, who was at Whitworth
from 1985 to 1992, is now a professor of missional and ecumenical theology
at Princeton Theological Seminary. He was also very helpful to me nine
years ago when I was considering a move to Whitworth. While here, Darrell
spoke compellingly of the need for the Christian church to focus more
clearly than ever on its gospel mission. In addition to that presentation,
Darrell and Craig Van Gelder, of Luther Seminary in St. Paul, Mimi., spoke
to pastors and members of the public as part of a program sponsored by the
Weyerhaeuser Center for Christian Faith and Learning.
Academic Vice President Tammy Reid has appointed Rick Hornor,
'70 (Theatre), as acting associate dean during spring semester while
Gordon Jackson is away teaching for the University of Pittsburgh's
Semester at Sea program. Rick is a great actor, but acting as an acting dean
is a tough challenge — and I don't know if I can handle a Shakespearean
dramatization of a course change, but we'll probably get one. We really
appreciate Rick's willingness to step in (with flair) for Gordon. He'll do
a great job.
Through the efforts of Richard Stevens (Physics), we have been
granted $50,000 from the Carl M. Hansen Foundation to begin work on
a web-accessible telescope and dome for the science building's observa-
tion ring. We still need funding, but we are well on our way to finally
having a dome on the building's roof. This telescope will allow viewing
in the daylight and can be reached via the web so that high schools in the
area can access the telescope from their classrooms. I heard yesterday that
an asteroid capable of blowing a France-size hole in the planet recently
came within 540,000 miles of Earth. I hope that this telescope can give us
enough advance warning to duck if another one of those comes our way.
Barb Sanders (Education) will serve as the project director for a
$40,537 grant from the Washington State Office of the Superintendent
for Public Instruction for a project titled Simultaneous Renewal of Math
and Science Education. This effort, an extension of last year's work with
the Goodlad Institute, is a collaborative effort by our School of Education,
tha Mead School District, and Saint George's School, and is certain to
enrich both our teacher-education program and the schools.
In November I mentioned our decision to cancel some of our interna-
tional Jan Term classes because of the terrorist activities. Here are
some of the classes that did take place: Forrest Baird (Philosophy) has
a group of students in Greece, where he will unabashedly anoint Plato as
the greatest philosopher who ever lived, which he was "for about 15 years
before Aristotle dethroned him" (The World According to Leonard
Oakland). Craig Tsuchida (Biology) is studying the tide pools of the Puget
Sound in a marine ecology course. And Carol Smucker is hosting a class
in French language and culture on the shores of Guadeloupe. I have also
gotten regular reports from our son, Ben, who's on the Central America
study tour, where 25 of our students will study for the next five months.
The students are having a great experience one week into the trip. And,
evidently, the tutors there are pretty good sports about unintentional
propositions uttered in twisted Spanish. Eek.
The design work is just about complete for Weyerhaeuser Hall, our
new academic building. It will provide classroom seating, including a
230-seat teaching theatre, for nearly 600 students, and will be the home
of our School of Global Commerce and Management and our sociology
and politics/history faculties. It will also house the Weyerhaeuser Center
for Christian Faith and Learning and a proposed regional resource center,
which will enable our faculty and students to focus on the serious issues
of poverty in the Spokane region. I love the fact that the center for thinking
about faith is right next to the center for doing about faith. How Whitworth!
Last month, Frank Caccavo (Biology) led a group of 11 of our science
students to an undergraduate research conference funded by the
Murdock Charitable Trust. The conference gave our students a chance to
present their work as well as to gain exposure to good research done by
their peers. Students who attended were David Clark, Kiara Cromer,
Timothy Etters, Kathleen Fischer, Jeremy Garbat, Pam Johnson, Aaron
Kangas, Steven Kollmansberger, Ben McDonald, Charles Shawley, and
Aleksey Ustyugov.
ENROLLMENT
Last Saturday I had a chance to chat with a group of high-school
students and parents in Oklahoma City. I love listening to myself brag
about Whitworth. Unfortunately, nobody else does, which is why I
seldom get to do admissions work. Our Admissions Office must be doing
a better job than I, because our applications are up by more than 20
percent again this year.
Campus Close-Up for high-school seniors and their parents is Feb. 17-
18. Online registration is available on our website (www.whitworth.edu)
in the prospective-student section. This is a very important weekend for
those students trying to sort out their college decisions.
Parents, the 2002-2003 renewal FAFSA applications have been sent out
from the Department of Education to continuing students. Families can
submit the application either electronically or by hard copy. To apply
electronically, go to www.fafsa.ed.gov. Our priority deadline for students
wanting financial aid for summer is March 1. For all other students renewing
their federal or need-based financial aid, the deadline is May 1. Also, January
begins the application cycle for most special-application scholarships.
Scholarship announcements are posted on the financial aid bulletin board in
McEachran Hall, in department offices around campus for those scholar-
ships designed for a specific major, and on our website. Students are
welcome to browse these areas for scholarship information. For a free web-
based scholarship search, students can also go to www.fastweb.com.
STUDENT LIFE
Right now we have no snow on the ground in Spokane and NINE FEET
in the mountains. This is heaven. This also has a huge influence on student
life. When students aren't skiing they can participate in ice skating in
Riverfront Park, cheer for our basketball and swim teams, sit in hot tubs
that Outdoor Rec has rented for the Loop, pound down ice cream at the
social following the Jan. 12 basketball games, attend a "pre-meet meat eat"
(barbecue) before the Jan. 18 swim meet, and go on a skiing or backpacking
trip to Canada at the conclusion of Jan Term. In addition to all these fun
activities, there are many service and educational opportunities that our
students will enjoy. One of my favorites is the annual Martin Luther King
Day celebration and march in downtown Spokane.
ASWC will host a town hall meeting for all students, staff and faculty
to discuss the implications of a poll that is going out this month from
ASWC soliciting information about what the community at Whitworth is
really like and asking how we can make this into the best living and learning
environment possible.
RESOURCES
Thanks so much for your gifts in December. We don't have the final tally
as I write, but our sense is that you made it a really strong month for us and
we're back on track. Our Institutional Advancement Office generates a gift
report that! always read, looking at each name with a grateful heart. Thank
you so much.
The other cause for celebration related to your support is that we have
reached our $50-million Faith in the Future Campaign goal. Stacey
Kamm Smith, '86, our associate vice president for institutional advance-
ment, directed this effort internally, and she's beaming. The only furrow
in her brow is caused by the fact that, with only six months left in the
campaign, some projects still aren't funded. The big one is Weyerhaeuser
Hall, for which we still need $3 million. A perfect conclusion to the
campaign would be for these funds to come in from alumni and friends
who have not been a part of Whitworth's financial support base. Thanks
again to all of you for everything you do for Whitworth.
ATHLETICS
Looking back on 2001, we see the best year ever in Whitworth
athletics history. Great athletes led by great coaches equals great
results. After going two school years without a Northwest Conference
title, Whitworth won six championships — men's swimming, men's and
women's track & field, men's soccer, and volleyball and football.
Whitworth also picked up six coach of the year awards — Tom Dodd
(swimming), two for Toby Schwarz (men's and women's track & field),
Sean Bushey (men's soccer), Steve Rupe (volleyball) and John Tully
(football). Two nights ago Father Bob Spitzer, a dear friend of ours and
the president of Gonzaga University, was over for Bonnie's chicken
soup and a few Brahms selections, which he said lifted him to heaven
(must be a Jesuit shortcut). As the three of us finished our soup, Bob and
I concluded that the rise in Whitworth athletics and the amazing success
that Gonzaga has experienced in basketball are the results of one thing:
presidential leadership. Right.
The Whitworth women's hoops team steadfastly rejects the term
"rebuilding," even though they're pretty young (eight of the 12 are
freshmen or sophomores). The women are 8-4 overall and 3-0 in the NWC
for the first time ever. All three of those conference wins have come on the
road. This past weekend the Bucs picked up key victories at Lewis & Clark
(66-52) and Willamette (67-59). While senior guard Erica Ewan and
junior post Chrissy Oneal have proven to be the backbone of the team, the
Pirates have gotten tremendous contributions from freshmen Tiffany
Speer, Sarah Shogren and Dani Bielec. And in addition to everything else
this season, Head Coach Helen Higgs has become not only the winningest
women's basketball coach in Whitworth history, but the first one to reach
100 career victories (she's now at 104 and counting).
On Jan. 2, the men's basketball team took on NCAA Div. I power-
house University of Utah. It was great of famed Utah coach Rick Majerus
to schedule the game with Whitworth Head Coach Jim Hayford (who's
also Majerus' friend). But things didn't go according to Utah's script.
Several of us were at the game, and a quote from the next morning's Salt
Lake Tribune said it all; "The Division III school from Spokane, Wash.,
was supposed to take home a nice paycheck and a loss to Utah. Apparently,
the word never traveled north. Outmanned and undersized, Whitworth
threw a major scare at the Utes, who managed to escape with a lackluster
63-57 win." David out-rebounded Goliath 32-21 and Gunner Olsen was
the player of the game, leading all players with 22 points, including four
second-half dunks. Two nights later, the Bucs dominated pre-season NWC
favorite Lewis & Clark on the way to an 86-72 win in Portland. While
Whitworth lost the next night at NWC-leading Willamette, the tired Pirates
(playing their third tough game in four nights) fought hard, losing 63-60.
Sophomore forward Bryan Depew continues to lead the team in scoring and
rebounding, while junior guards Chase Williams and Eric Avery come
through with big baskets when we need them. The 8-4 Bucs return to
conference play at 1-2, but they have a great chance to win the conference since
they've already played their three toughest opponents on the road.
Our swim teams haven't had a meet since I last wrote, but they've
trained hard (approximately 120,000 collective meters in nine days), and
they have some huge meets coming up. I'll give you the full rundown
next month.
ALUMNI
During Spring Break, from March 16-23, the award-winning Whitworth
wind and jazz ensembles will perform on tour in Oregon, California,
Reno and Boise. Details are still being nailed down, but specific venues
will be listed in the alumni calendar on the college website within the
next few weeks.
Good things come in twos. On 2/2/02, enjoy two teams, two games, two
scoops, and twice as much Pirate action for the same great price: FREE.
Our annual Alumni Night at the Fieldhouse will feature the Pirate basket-
ball teams against Lewis & Clark at 6 and 8 p.m., with an ice cream social
to follow.
MISCELLANEOUS
This year's Whitworth Institute of Ministry, July 15-19, will have as its
theme Evangelism in the 21st Century. Featured speakers include Jim
Singleton, senior pastor at Covenant Presbyterian Church in Texas (and
current Whitworth trustee); Rosalee Potter, associate director of evange-
lism and church development, National Ministries Division, PCUSA;
and Darrell Guder, Henry Winters Luce Professor of Missional and
Ecumenical Theology, Princeton Theological Seminary. For informa-
tion, write the Whitworth Institute of Ministry, MS 1501, 300 W.
Hawthorne Rd., Spokane, WA 99251; e-mail mseefried@ whitworth.edu;
or call (509) 777-3275.
Thanks again for your interest and support throughout 2001. I've thought
a lot lately about the first words from the angels after they proclaimed
"Glory to God," heralding to the shepherds Christ's blessed birth. "Peace
on earth" seems to be high on the list of what Christ would bring to us if
we would receive it. I think we underestimate the importance that God
places on peace and unity. What God proclaims, God enables. So I hope
this year we will all draw upon the peace that God made available through
the Christ child. Have an absolutely great and peace-filled 2002.
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Yesterday I went for a run. I decided to go to the track because I wanted to clock three miles in less than 21 minutes. I'm not in super shape, so I knew
I needed a fast track and the ability to picture imaginary fans in the bleachers. After I'd finished two swift laps, a brisk northern breeze kicked up and
I knew what I had to do. I went straight to the HUB (by car) and wolfed down a breakfast burrito and a pile of waffles. While I was eating with some
students, a visitor noticed my outfit and asked if I were a coach. After silently murmuring a cosmic apology to insulted coaches everywhere, I said no.
Maybe I shouldn't have. Recently, a college president visited our campus to find out why our retention rates have risen so sharply. His conclusion was
interesting. He attributed our progress to the fact that everyone on campus is committed to the success of our students. No matter what position we hold,
our job is to encourage, guide and support students in reaching their goals. We all coach as students press toward the mark, as St. Paul says,"for the prize
of the high calling of God." This athletics metaphor reminds us that our calling as educators is wrapped up in the success of our students. Thank you
for your partnership in keeping our eyes on that prize.
ACADEMICS
In the world of philanthropy, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
has been saluted for funding crucially important projects around the
world. So we're not only thrilled but honored that they have granted us
$750,000 for technology initiatives across the campus. The funds will
provide for all the technology in the new academic building ($420,000)
and will also provide for new technology across campus. Within a year,
every classroom at Whitworth will house computers with total online
access and high-resolution projectors that show the monitor on a screen
in the front of the classroom. Very few schools can claim this level of
learning technology in every classroom.
Tami Echavarria (Library) also received a grant, from the Washing-
ton Commission on Humanities, to supplement the Live @ Your
Library project in April. The program will feature writers Xu Xi, Alex
Kuo and Gloria Bird, who will explore issues and ideas through a panel
discussion and a reading that's open to the public. I'm not sure if the "i"
in "Live" is a long or short vowel, so I would think it appropriate to bring
your toothbrush to this program, just in case.
This semester boasts a stunning lineup of visitors bringing artistic,
spiritual and intellectual enrichment to campus. Since the beginning
of Spring Term, in February, we have enjoyed:
• Tom and Christine Sine, futurists, speaking compellingly about
Preparing for Lives of Commitment in the Third Millennium:
A Christian College's Obligation.
• Dean Borgman, professor of youth ministries, Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary, speaking on the topic With Eyes Wide Open:
Youth Culture and Today's Society.
• Sharon Rupp and Katrina Humbert, sculptors, sharing their provoca-
tive works in an exhibit titled The Presence of Woman.
• Ken Meagor, '92, who works for the Bank of Nova Scotia in Mexico
City, addressing Mexican Business Relations: Doing Business in the
NAFTA Environment.
• Gary Howard, founder and president of the REACH center in Seattle,
challenging our thinking about cultural and ethnic diversity.
• Werner Fornos, president of the Population Institute, lecturing on
Profile of a Terrorist: Population Pressures in the 21st Century.
So far this month we've welcomed Endowed English Reader Scott
Russell Sanders, distinguished professor of English at Indiana Univer-
sity, who read from his nonfiction books, Wilderness Plots and Force of
Spirit and his children's books,Warm as Wool, A Place Called Freedom
and Missing Trees. In music, the Deidre Rodman Jazz Quintet presented
a concert and a clinic. And we're very excited to be hosting Parker Palmer
for Faculty Development Day and for several public lectures. He is
nationally known and will be lecturing on Educational Reform from the
Inside Out. He is the author of To Know as We Are Known, The Courage
to Teach, and his 2000 publication, Let Your Life Speak: Listening for the
Voice of Vocation. I have heard Parker many times over the years and have
always come away inspired.
As much as I like our motto, "An Education of Mind and Heart," we
may want to consider "The College of Swing, Where Jazz is King."
For the fourth time in six years, the Whitworth Jazz Ensemble has taken
first place in the college/university band division at University of Idaho's
Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival. (New Whitworth music faculty member
Brent Edstrom and guest director Terry Lack are leading the band while
director Dan Keberle is on sabbatical.) It's worth noting that the group
placed first in a field of 15 bands, including those from University of
Idaho, WSU, and Utah State. In addition, congratulations go out to student
musicians Mike Frederick (Outstanding College Guitar Solo) and Justin
Keller (Outstanding College Saxophone Solo).
It is very exciting to report that we will offer a total of 37 service-
learning classes this year. These are regular courses in which our faculty
members have skillfully designed components around authentic service
activities. The triple blessing of this pedagogy includes students blending
theory and practice, support for people in need, and our growing reputation
in the region as a service-centered college.
ENROLLMENT
The Financial Aid Office has begun sending out awards to new
students who have been admitted and have submitted their FAFSA forms
prior to March 1. Continuing students who have reapplied for aid will
receive their renewal awards in May and June. We are looking forward to
a great entering class in 2002.
The Admissions Office's Sneak Preview for high school juniors and
their parents is coming April 28-29 (see http://www.whitworth.edu/
SneakPreview).
We have received a record number of applications for the fall '02
entering freshman class. Because we won't be increasing the size of the
incoming class, it's important for students who want to enroll to get their
deposits in as soon as possible.
STUDENT LIFE
Tonight I'll be hosting the first of three student conversations on
community at Whitworth. Roughly 40 students will pile into our living
room to discuss being a Christian at Whitworth. The next two conversa-
tions will address being different from the majority at Whitworth and the
intellectual culture at Whitworth. One of the great threats to a community
is presuming that others are or should be "just like me." When that
happens, grace and respect begin to recede. And, of course, we often lack
grace when criticizing others for lacking grace. So it will be great to
discuss how we can live as people who hold strong convictions humbly
and always seek to build up others.
March is filled with activities, though none so popular as Spring
Break. Students kicked off the month with the AbbaJava fund-raiser to
help feed and minister to Spokane's homeless youngsters through Cup of
Cool Water (an outreach program founded by Mark Terrell, '94) and
Whitworth's Street-Kid Project. I loved seeing the joy in students as they
supported an important cause while enjoying great bands and serious
break-dancing. I sort of break-danced. I danced and I felt something break.
RESOURCES
Some of you might be interested to know that even though the average
college endowment lost 5 percent in calendar 2001, Whitworth's
endowment went down only .02 percent. (The endowment committee
had a bulletproof strategy, making a note of everything in my little portfolio
and avoiding it like the bubonic plague.) Where we're getting beat up right
now is on the minuscule return on our cash balance. In this fiscal year we
will be six figures down from what we budgeted.
For the first time in Whitworth history, we are inviting all of our
alumni to join in supporting a capital project. Information on the
Weyerhaeuser Hall academic building is in the mail. We really need to
open the building in 2003, but we are resisting the borrowing strategy being
used by many schools and we will wait until we have cash and pledges to
cover the cost. If that means a year's delay, I will sink into depression; but
I'd rather be sad than highly leveraged in this volatile economy.
Just as we were getting ready to print this, I received the very sad news
that longtime trustee Marty Polhemus had died. Marty, who had just
been elected a lifetime trustee, was also a Whitworth Foundation board
member and an elder at Spokane's Manito Pres. During his 35 years on our
board, Marty had an amazing impact as wise counselor, generous sup-
porter, innovative fund-raiser and tireless advocate for the college. We
will miss him immensely. Please keep his wife, Jean, and their family in
your prayers.
ATHLETICS
I want to thank new dad Steve Flegel (Caleb Scott was born March 5), our
great sports information director, for doing this section. I saw most of the
events he reports on below and would love to comment on them, but I'm
a bit short on writing time this month.
The Whitworth basketball teams concluded outstanding seasons by
advancing to the Northwest Conference tournament championships.
The women finished 18-9 overall and 12-4 in the NWC, good for second
place. Whitworth defeated George Fox (66-58, the defending NWC
champions) for the third time this season in the first round of the NWC
playoffs behind the outstanding performance of freshman forward Tiffany
Speer (22 points, 14 rebounds). Though the Pirates lost in the champion-
ship game at Pacific Lutheran (55-45), the tremendous accomplishments
of the year were not diminished. Senior Erica Ewalt was named NWC
Player of the Year and was also selected to the Academic All-District first
team. Helen Higgs was named Northwest Conference Coach of the Year
(the second time she has won the award). Junior forward Chrissy Oneal
was named to the All-NWC second team, while Speer was tabbed as an
honorable mention pick.
The men were 20-7 overall and also finished 12-4 in the NWC. The
Pirates finished the season well, winning their final five regular-season
games and the first round of the playoffs at Willamette before ending the
year with a hard-fought loss at Lewis & Clark in the championship of the
NWC Tournament. Sophomore forward Bryan Depew was selected to the
All-NWC first team for the second time in his career. Senior forward
Gunner Olsen was named to the second team, while junior guard Chase
Williams earned honorable mention. Williams also received first-team
Academic All-District honors. Head coach Jim Hayford had the best debut
season since Dick Kamm began as the Pirate coach in 1960 with an NAIA
district title and a national tournament appearance.
The Whitworth swim teams had another outstanding Northwest
Conference championship meet. The Pirate men won 15 of the 18
events, breaking meet records in four of them, and sophomore Kevin
Wang and senior Brent Rice shared Outstanding Men's Swimmer honors
at the meet. Wang won the 500 freestyle on Friday, and, in one of the all-
time great performances in NWC swimming history, won the 400 indi-
vidual medley and 200 freestyle 20 minutes apart on Saturday. He was also
part of the winning 400 freestyle and 800 freestyle relays. Rice won the
200 IM (for the fourth straight year), 400 IM and 200 fly. Fifteen minutes
after winning the butterfly event, he led off the winning 4x100 free relay,
setting a meet record in the first 100. Junior Ryan Freeman won the 100
and 200 backstroke events and freshman Cory Bergman took home titles
in the 100 and 200 breaststrokes. Those four, along with junior Josh
Andrew, have posted NCAA qualifying marks. With only one senior on
the Whitworth team, a victory over conference champion UPS could be in
the cards for next year. The women were led to their second-place finish
by freshman Serena Fadel, who won the 200 and 400 individual medleys,
the latter in meet record time. Senior Marta Holsinger was also victorious
in the 500 freestyle. Fadel will be heading to the NCAA Championships.
This has been a remarkable year for Pirate Athletics. In fact, two-thirds
of the way through the year, Whitworth leads the pack in points for the
NWC's McElroy-Lewis All-Sports Trophy. As one of nine schools in a
conference that's very strong both athletically and academically, this
makes us feel pretty good.
ALUMNI
As you can see below, Tad Wisenor (Alumni and Parent Relations)
and his staff have been busy planning great events. You can contact the
Alumni Office at 800-532-4668, 509-777-3799, or alumni@ whitworth.edu
for more information, and you can register for most events online at
www.whitworth.edu/calendarklumnicalendar.htm.
Come to campus on Friday night, April 11, for chocolate and comedy
as the Theatre Department presents Congreve's The Way of the World.
Our pre-play dessert begins at 6:45 p.m. and the play starts at 8. Enjoy all
of this and a chance to hear from the play's director, Theatre Professor
Diana Trotter, for only $10. Your check is your reservation.
If you're in Denver on April 13 or Colorado Springs on April 14, you
won't want to miss our Core 650 lecture by Religion Professor Jim
Edwards or the dessert reception hosted by Tad Wisenor for alumni,
parents and friends of the college. Brochures will be in the mail soon. Cost
is $10.
Join us for Core 650 in Vancouver (Wash.) on April 20 or Seattle on
April 21 as Psychology Professor Jim Waller and Political Studies
Professor Julia Stronks offer lectures and a dessert reception. Cost is
$10. A couple of nights ago, Jim gave a standing-room-only lecture at
Gonzaga that was probably as good as their basketball team. And last week
Julia spoke many times at Wheaton College on issues related to the legal
system and faith (and she was probably as good as their endowment).
Run back to campus on April 27 for a track-and-field reunion. Visit
with fellow athletes, hear from Coach Toby Schwarz, and cheer for the
Pirates (last year's men and women's conference champions) in the NWC
meet. Breakfast begins at 9, and the cost is $7. Reservations are required.
I waited until morning to record these final thoughts. Meeting with the
students last night was wonderful, as I knew it would be. They love this
college enough to expect from one another a caring and supportive
community. After sleeping as fast as I could, I got up this morning and
peeked at my computer before tearing off to a breakfast. This message from
a student reflecting on last night's conversation provides the consummate
starting point for a community of grace: "I lose patience but expect
patience from others. I lose respect but expect respect from others. I lose
trust but expect trust from others. I judge, but! don't expect judgment from
others." Surely, all of our efforts to enrich relationships must begin with
ourselves. The Lenten season calls for self-reflection. May this young
woman's confession remind us how much we need a Savior. Blessings and
thanks to you all.
indeart
AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
MAY 2002
It's my custom to wait until after commencement to write the May Mind and Heart. I like to report fresh graduation news, and I seem to be a bit less
agitated than when I'm raging around in my annual mid-May panic. Something wonderful happens to me on the drive home from graduation. Although
my right hand and my face ache from all the shaking and grinning, I feel a sudden sense of contentment, believing that we have laid solid foundations
for lives of mind-and-heart commitment. Most of this year's grads witnessed the Columbine shootings as freshmen and the terrorist attacks as seniors.
Those are sobering brackets to what should be a blissfully idealistic season of life. What will become of these students' hopes and dreams? I predict
they'll mount a furious charge toward their goals. This class has heard the term "victims" more than enough, and they will not allow themselves to be
victims of fear, disrupted opportunities, or anything else. Between 1998 and 2002, the Whitworth mission intersected with a wildly volatile environment.
Out of that intersection emerged graduates with toughened resolve, heightened perception, and a longing for God's kingdom. May God go with the Class
of 2002 as they lead us.
ACADEMICS
Every Monday after Commencement, Vice President for Academic
Affairs Tammy Reid hosts a TGIM brunch during which she an-
nounces faculty awards and we hear from retiring faculty members.
Award winners this year were Randy Michaelis, School of Education
(Whitworth Teaching Excellence Award); Brent Edstrom, Music (Dean's
Award for Junior Faculty Achievement); and Craig Hinnenkamp, School
of Global Commerce and Management (Outstanding Adjunct Award).
We also heard wonderful farewell remarks from Les Francis (Education),
Linda Hunt (English), and Don and Doris Liebert (Sociology, Education).
Rod Hansen (Math/Computer Science) could not be with us. Huge thanks,
roaring kudos and Godspeed to these faithful Whitworth profs.
Some of you may be unaware of our 3+2 program in engineering.
We've had long relationships with several prestigious schools that
welcome our pre-engineering students. This year, Nichol Pettis has been
selected as a 2002 Harold P. Brown Fellow at Washington University in
St. Louis. This undergraduate award includes a full-tuition scholarship
as well as a $3,000 yearly stipend. Nichol participated in an extensive
essay and interview competition that drew from students across the
nation; she was selected as one of only two students to receive this
award. Great job, Nichol!
Too often, college freshmen are characterized as fun-loving teenagers
stretching the limits of their new freedom. Such is not always the case.
A couple of weeks ago, students from the freshman seminar course Justice
and Ethics in the Era of AIDS organized an on-campus AIDS-awareness
event. With the support of advisor Frank Caccavo, the students centered
the event around a panel discussion by the Spokane AIDS Speakers
Bureau. Students from the Theatre Department also offered an AIDS-
related presentation. The goal of the event was to encourage outreach and
provide opportunities to serve HIV/AIDS-affected people in Spokane.
Not only are current students standing tall, but our young grads are
making us proud. Heather Steckler Parker, '96, will make her New York
debut at Alice Tully Hall on Nov. 3 as a winner of the 2002 Puccini
Foundation Competition. I'm so psyched about this. Heathens great, and
this is a fabulous event — as I discovered when I attended the Tully Hall
debut of Frank Hernandez, '93, after his Puccini Competition victory.
Also, Alissa Johnson, '01, has received a Fulbright grant to study in
Africa. Alissa will examine how the economic forces of globalization are
causing increasingly rapid cultural creolisation in West Africa. Her
project brings together the study of film, economics, and culture in a very
innovative and compelling manner. Both Rob Wilson (School of Global
Commerce and Management) and Carol Smucker (Modern Languages)
worked closely with Alissa on this project.
Summer marks the season when faculty fan out for various summer
projects, but every year it seems as if the sponsored research activity
on the Whitworth campus grows.
• Finn Pond (Biology), Kent Jones, and Susan Mabry (both Math/
Computer Science) are recipients of the college's Summer Science
Initiative funding for research projects with students.
• Karen Stevens, Don Calbreath (both Chemistry), and Finn Pond
received Summer Science Initiative curriculum grants to revise courses.
• Richard Stevens (Physics) and Karen Stevens will work with Project
Kaleidoscope on Science for All Students, also funded by the Summer
Science Initiative.
• Jim Waller (Psychology) and Pamela Corpron Parker, '81, (English)
have been selected to be the college's nominees for National Endow-
ment for the Humanities Summer Stipends.
Also, many faculty will be writing, speaking and presenting papers off
campus this summer.
ENROLLMENT
We have a great class lined up for this fall. Residence halls will again be
bulging at the seams. Academic quality is at an all-time high, while our
gender ratio is much more even than in years past. On the downside.,
because of another record-breaking number of applications, we've had the
wretched task of denying admission to more students than ever before.
Nobody likes that. Undoubtedly, there are talented young people in digs
group denied admission who will just hit their stride a little late. I hope
we'll see them as transfers.
The Financial Aid Office is so grateful to those who make scholarships
possible at Whitworth. These funds allow many students to return and
graduate. Award notices for 2002-03 renewal applicants are going out this
month to students' home addresses. If a student filed the FAFSA by the May
1 priority deadline and has not received an award by the last week in June,
please give the Financial Aid Office a call at 800-533-4668. As always,
students who receive only merit scholarships do not need to file the FAFSA.
STUDENT LIFE
I would have loved this year's great Springfest had I taken only one
bite of a "treat" that the FDA should ban right now. I was one of many
fools who risked adult diabetes or a massive heart attack by gobbling deep-
fried Oreos smothered in hot fudge and whipped cream. I was really proud
of one student who skipped the whipped cream because it was fattening.
Anyway, it was a beautiful day with bands, comedians, and "Mr. Whitworth"
honors going to sophomore Landon Crecelius (not exactly résumé mate-
rial). This year's Springfest proceeds went to the Spokane Food Bank.
Next year's ASWC officers are President EmmyLou Taylor, Execu-
tive Vice President Stacey Johnson, and Financial Vice President Tim
Frey. They'll do a great job. Special thanks this year to all of our ASWC
leaders and particularly to Tony Hoshaw, ASWC president, and Tristan
Brown, senior class coordinator. In the next Whitworth Today, which
should arrive in your mailbox in mid-July, you'll read about our very
unusual — and very successful — student-leadership program.
RESOURCES
The campus is just stunning right now. The grass is so green and lush,
and we're even starting to see a few blades standing tall in the Ultimate
Frisbee war zone in the Loop. Summer projects for our Physical Plant
Department will begin with landscaping the south end of the Pine Bowl so
that it matches the beautiful work done last summer on the north end. Also,
we'll put new roofs on the Johnston Science Center and the fieldhouse and
do renovations in Ballard and in East and West Warren.
On the fund-raising side of life, we have good news, anxious news, and
nervous news. Our good news is that with two months left in our Faith in
the Future Campaign you have donated or pledged $57.5 million, which
exceeds our goal of $50 million. Your generosity inspires and humbles us.
Thank you. Our anxious news is that we still need $1.4 million in gifts/
pledges before we break ground on our new academic building,
Weyerhaeuser Hall. We are absolutely ready and anxious to start turning
dirt now, but we are also adamant that we will not use any debt financing.
Although we have far less long-term debt than any of our top cross-
application schools, we believe that people who love Whitworth will step
forward and keep us from having to hand our successors heavy debt
burdens. Finally, our nervous news is that as of April 30, we still need
$350,000 in our annual Whitworth Fund before June 30. Yikes! If any of
you would like to make a gift you can use conventional snail mail, make
your gift online at www.whitworth.edu/supportingwhitworth, or call Cam-
paign Director Stacey Smith at 800-532-4668. We are so grateful to the
many alumni, friends, parents and organizations who have supported the
mission of Whitworth. You're great.
I'm honored, grateful and excited to report that Whitworth is plan-
ning to keep me in this job for the next five years. In two of the biggest
areas of my life — what I do and the person with whom I do it — I am one
lucky hombre. I thought I should include this information so that you'd be
aware (perhaps "warned" would be more apt) that for at least another five
years, I will be here plugging away, working and praying as hard as I can
to steward your generosity well. Thanks for making Whitworth a great
place to do what I do.
ATHLETICS
The slammin' boys of summer had another outstanding season,
finishing 16-8 in the NWC and 20-18 overall. The baseball Bucs
finished second in the conference, only a half-game behind George Fox.
Three Pirates were named All-Northwest Conference: senior catcher
Brian Savery (for the second straight season), who led the conference in
runs scored and batted .415; junior pitcher Kurt Reese, who finished with
a 6-3 record and a 4.41 ERA; and junior shortstop Chris Hughbanks, who
batted .367. Seniors Scott Biglin (first base) and Aaron Keller (outfield),
along with junior Marques Molett (utility), earned honorable mentions. I
loved watching these guys just demolish opposing pitchers this year.
The tennis teams completed their seasons at the Northwest Confer-
ence championship tournament April 19-20. The women's team took
third place, their highest finish since winning the NWC title in 1997. A pair
ofjuniors received honors when Jill Huibregtse was named All-Northwest
Conference and Jill Vaughan was voted the conference's Sportswoman of
the Year. The Pirate men took seventh in the tournament, and freshman
Chad Dierickx received all-conference honors.
Softball finished the season 5-29, and sophomore shortstop Laura
Romag earned all-conference honorable mention. The future looks
promising, as a pair of freshmen were the team's top hitters. Andraya
Robertson batted .351, while Aubri Azzarito batted .312 and led the team
in extra base hits and RBI.
The Pirate track-and-field teams had another strong season. The
women took third at the Northwest Conference championships. Sopho-
more Kristen Shields won the 100-meter dash and anchored our victorious
4x100 relay team. Sophomore Leslie Nelson came from 30 meters behind
to win the 10,000 in dramatic fashion (I went nuts watching that race). And
senior Abby Jo Hornstein was Whitworth's fourth female conference
champion, winning the heptathlon. The Whitworth men took fifth place.
Senior Leo Suzuki won the 400 for the third consecutive year, junior Ben
Rorem sprinted to victory in the 100, and both Pirate relays took home
gold medals, with Leo anchoring the 4x400 and Ben anchoring the 4x100.
Five Pirate track athletes are headed to the NCAA Division III champion-
ships this week in St. Paul. Ben and Leo will run the 100 and 400,
respectively, junior Beth Abbey will run the 800 meters, and junior Jessica
Austin and Abby Jo will compete in the heptathlon.
ALUMNI
We're excited about the Summer Reunion Weekend on June 28-30.
The weekend, which will feature faculty lectures, a lake cruise, reunion
banquet, lodging in Boppell Hall, reminiscing, worship together,
and breakfast with Alumni Director Tad Wisenor and me, will be a
wonderful time of celebration for the classes of 1950-54, '61- 62, '71-
72, and '81-82. Please contact the Office of Alumni and Parent
Relations with any questions, or check the web at www.whitworth.edu/
alumni/reunion2002.htm.
MISCELLANEOUS
The entire college community gathered at the HUB last week for our
annual Service Awards Banquet. The following retirees were honored:
Sally Bumgamer, program assistant in the sciences since 1990; Les
Francis, education professor since 1984; Rod Hansen, math and computer
sciences professor since 1981; Linda Hunt, English professor since 1981;
Doris Liebert, education professor since 1983; Don Liebert, sociology
professor since 1973; Alice Keller Mewboum, director of human re-
sources, and Ray Kuhn, HVAC specialist. Honors for outstanding service
went to Luz Merkel, administration; Mark Bessermin, Physical Plant;
Kathy Davis, Professional/Technical; Michelle Seefried, support staff;
and Craig Tsuchida, faculty. It was a great time with great people!
This year's Whitworth Institute of Ministry (July 15-19) will follow
the theme Evangelism in the 21st Century. Jim Singleton, senior pastor
at Covenant Presbyterian Church in Austin, Texas (and one of our fine
trustees), will be the preacher. Convocation speaker will be Miriam
Adeney, associate professor of missions at Seattle Pacific University.
And the Bible teacher will be Darrell Guder, Henry Winters Luce
Professor of Missional and Ecumenical Theology at Princeton Theologi-
cal Seminary (and former academic V. P. at Whitworth). This will be a
great program with special youth and family activities. Contact Program
Assistant Michelle Seefried, 509-777-3275 or mseefried@whitworth.edu,
for information.
In my charge to the members of the Class of 2002,! made the observation
that not everyone out there will love them as we do. As Jesus graduated
into his third year of ministry, he encountered a few naysayers himself.
The Pharisees thought he was demon-possessed (Mt. 12: 22). His kinfolk
thought he was nuts (Mark 3:22). His neighborhood seemed to think he
was a fraud (Mt. 13:53-58). And Herod thought he was John the Baptist,
whom Herod had beheaded, reincarnated (Mt. 14:2). Jesus didn't let
these mistaken identities throw him for a loop. He shook the dust off his
sandals and moved on. But the moment of truth came when his dear
disciples mistook him for a ghost as he came to their rescue on the Sea
of Galilee (Mt. 14:26). Jesus responded to their confusion with magnifi-
cent clarity: "Take courage, It is!, don't be afraid" (Mt. 14:27). In a world
that has become quite frightening, I hope our graduates will look for
Jesus coming to them in the storm saying, "...It is!, don't be afraid." Life
will stir fears in the hearts of this class, but if, through the wind and the
rain, they see Jesus, the great I AM, then calm will be theirs, and they will
declare with the disciples, "Truly, this is the son of God." I hope this
summer brings all of you God's peace. Thanks for your part in another
very good year at Whitworth.
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AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
NOVEMBER 2 002
A lot of great things have happened since I last wrote you. A toasty October sun lit up the autumn colors for Parents Weekend, Homecoming and the
week in between. We hosted a great campaign celebration at the elegant Davenport Hotel, followed by a celebratory on-campus eating extravaganza the
next day. Athletics victories were abundant, our students performed masterfully in The Sound of Music, and my book clawed its way into the top 1,219,747
titles on the Amazon.com all-time best seller list (thank you for believing in me, America). Many of us reach Thanksgiving break feeling the punch-drunk
fatigue of barely having had time to breathe for a couple months. But the weariness feels good as we think about the countless ways in which our students
have grown in mind and heart. I hope you find goodness at your Thanksgiving table, as the awareness of God's grace lifts you above all that is so
challenging in these difficult days. Whitworth is doing well, due in no small part to your prayers, friendship and support.
ACADEMICS
I think you might enjoy hearing a few words about our impressive autumn
lineup of speakers:
• Dr. Jean Bethke Elshtain, professor of social and political ethics at
the University of Chicago and a nationally known political philoso-
pher, discussed the possibility of war against Iraq at our annual
Simpson-Duvall Lecture, part of a series that honors legendary
Whitworth faculty Clarence Simpson and Fenton Duvall.
• Tom and Christine Sine challenged our students to think imagina-
tively about living out their faith after graduation and also discussed
the issues of medical ethics that we'll face in the future. Tom is a
futurist and a widely known speaker on how Christians should respond
to contemporary culture, and Christine is a medical doctor who has
worked on the Mercy Ship and has done medical-missionary work in
numerous locations around the world.
• Rep. George Nethercutt, congressional representative from our
district, is a veteran of two visits to campus this month. As a part of their
capstone course, our School of Global Commerce students discussed
with him the post-9/11 business climate, while our School of Educa-
tion students heard him speak at a "Dream Conference." I should also
mention that he followed me in a story hour with a dozen pre-schoolers
at the new Borders bookstore. I, of course, lathered the little piranhas
into a frenzied state, then handed them off with a cordial, "Here ya go,
George. I believe they're in attack mode." He laughed and snuggled
right up to them as if they were voters. Naturally, one kid got confused
when he heard "George" and thought George W. was reading to him.
I absolutely love reading stories to 4-year-olds. Their honesty is
refreshing, when it isn't terrifying.
• Jerry Pallotta, an award-winning author of alphabet and counting
books for young children, was featured at the Whitworth Writing
Rally. Les Francis (Education) may have retired last year, but he won't
stay away from the rally, which has enthused thousands of children
over nearly two decades under his leadership.
• Nairn Ateek, a Palestinian minister of the Anglican Church and
director of the SABEEL ecumenical institute in Jerusalem, spoke on
the heart-wrenching situation in the Middle East. Like so many
Palestinians and Jews, Naim longs for peace and justice, and he's
doing something about it.
• Gus Lee, acclaimed Chinese-American author of four novels includ-
ing China Boy (Dutton) and an upcoming memoir, Chasing Hepburn:
A Memoir of Shanghai, Hollywood, and a Chinese Family's Fight for
Freedom (Harmony Books), is Whitworth's 2002-03 Ada Redmond
Reader; he's also presenting a business-ethics lecture titled My Hair is
On Fire! Is This Business as Usual?
• Jimmy Heath, the legendary saxophonist whose career spans more
than 50 years and includes performances with jazz greats from Dizzy
Gillespie to Wynton Marsalis, joins up with Dan Keberle's award-
winning Whitworth Jazz Ensemble for their annual fall concert on Nov. 9.
• Roger Fouts, the founder of the Chimpanzee and Human Commu-
nication Institute at Central Washington University, in Ellensburg,
spoke on the topic of chimpanzee gestural language. Fouts' work has
been a big hit in the media.
• Suzanne Brown-Fleming of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum
in Washington, D.C., spoke on Religious Responses to the Holocaust:
The Role of the Churches, reviewing the religious and political climate
of Germany in the years preceding the Holocaust.
• Ray Bakke, executive director of International Urban Associates and
professor of global urban ministry at Eastern Baptist Theological
Seminary, spoke to us about strategies for alleviating urban poverty
and about the prophet Jonah's attitude toward Iraq.
This has also been a prolific year for faculty publications. In December
I will include a list of books published in 2002 by our faculty. If I had
space, I'd add their articles as well.
The School of Global Commerce and Management recently hosted a
kickoff reception for its new Program for Entrepreneurship and Small
Business Studies. Funded by a $137,628 grant from the Seattle-based
Herbert B. Jones Foundation, the program will support the school's efforts
to become a regional leader of entrepreneurship education and to strengthen
connections between the college and the Spokane business community.
ENROLLMENT
If you know high-school seniors who have Whitworth at the top of their
list of preferred colleges, urge them to apply for early action. The
deadline is Dec. 1. Early action is recommended for high-achieving
students who identify Whitworth as their first college choice prior to the
Nov. 30 Early-Action deadline. For more information on the early action
program, check out http://www.whitworth.edu/Administration/Admis-
sions/FreshrnanApplication.htm.
STUDENT LIFE
ASWC President EmmyLou Taylor and I have been thinking about
how Whitworth might function as a preserve of civility amidst all the
nasty rhetoric flying about. Some efforts in that direction include a living-
room discussion at my house on how to disagree constructively and
ASWC's Tuesday current-events luncheons at which professors discuss
such topics as "Evolution and Christianity: Are they Mutually Exclusive?"
and "Faith and Politics: Can you be a Christian Politician?" In addition to
these serious efforts, students had plenty of fun at events such as Parents
Weekend and Homecoming. Of course, the last event of the month was
Mac Hall's Haunted House, which received the ringing affirmation of
Resident Director Bill Stahley, who bragged, "It could have been worse."
When the popular game show Jeopardy! broadcasts its annual College
Championship Tournament Nov. 11-22, Whitworth freshman Katie
Orphan will stand at the podium, ready to ask questions that could win
her $50,000 in cash, a 2003 Volvo, and the chance to appear in the
Jeopardy! Tournament of Champions. The cash prize for the winner of that
annual tournament is $1 million. Hmmm. I know just how Katie could
avoid a tax problem.
RESOURCES
The men of that once proud, now erstwhile dorm, Carlson Hall, set out
to raise $100,000, hoping to name a classroom in Weyerhaeuser Hall.
Through really hard work and very giving hearts they were successful, so
we will now have a "Carlson Men Classroom" in the building. In accepting
our appreciation, these generous fellows warned, "Don't get your hopes up
for a Mac Hall Classroom." Ooh, sounds like a challenge to me.
The Coca-Cola Foundation has awarded a $100,000 grant for a new
Future Teachers of Color scholarship program. The goal is to recruit
and retain higher numbers of students from underrepresented ethnic
groups in Whitworth's acclaimed teacher-education program. When the
people who stand in the front of America's classrooms look more like the
students who are looking at them, it adds reality to students' hopes and
dreams. We give thanks to the good folks at Coca-Cola.
More than 400 Whitworth supporters gathered at the magnificently
restored Davenport Hotel Oct. 18 to celebrate all that has been
accomplished during the successful Faith in the Future Campaign.
Thanks to the generous gifts of our faithful donors, there was much for
which to give thanks. Nearly $60.4 million was given or pledged to
Whitworth during the campaign, including $14 million in endowed schol-
arships, support for major capital improvements and steady annual giving
that preserves the college's margin of excellence. Guests were treated to a
performance by Whitworth alum and acclaimed opera baritone Frank
Hernandez, '93, the debut of our Faith Realized campaign video, and a
special presentation to Campaign Co-Chairs Harvey Bolton, '60, and John
Scotford, '51, who joined the college's advancement team in providing
tremendous leadership for the campaign. Hundreds more friends, alumni
and students took part in a campus celebration the next day that was part
of a wonderful weekend of homecoming activities. For more information,
visit our online campaign report at www.whitworth.edukampaignreport.
ATHLETICS
My athletics moles are swamped right now, so I'm just going to report
to you my personal highlights of watching the Bucs this month. Next
month I'll give you all the details of how fall sports finished. I really had
not intended to just wing it about sports, but now that I'm doing just that,
I would like to take the opportunity to abuse my privilege as writer of this
newsletter and tell you first about my proudest moment ever in sports.
• At the beginning of the season, one of the senior co-captains on the
men's cross-country team set as his goal a top-three finish for the team
and a personal achievement of being named All-Northwest Confer-
ence (finishing in the top 14 of the all the runners in the conference
meet). On the UPS course, where the conference meet was held last
Saturday, runners disappeared for the fifth and final mile until they
turned the corner for the last 200 meters. As the first 14 rounded the
turn, there was no sign of our captain. But several seconds later he came
flying around the corner in 15th place and overcame a 20-meter deficit
(and sluggish genes) to edge out the guy in 14th place and achieve his
goal. Congratulations, Ben Robinson. The team did get 3rd place, led
by Doug Blackburn's fabulous 12th-place finish and by Jesse Stevick' s
usual strong race. The women got great races from Leslie Nelson
(second place by one second), Beth Abbey, Jessica Austin and Kristi
Dickey, but was nosed out of first by three points. The women have a
great chance to get revenge on Willamette at regionals in California.
• After watching the meet in Tacoma, Bonnie and I got back to
Whitworth just in time to see our volleyball team (ranked 9th in the
nation) roar back from a serious deficit to win the conference champi-
onship over George Fox, 15-11, in game five. It was Senior Night, and
starters Julie Weatherred, Michelle Etter, Nicole Weedman, Jill
Vaughan, Annie Buck, Karen Robnette and Lindsey Wagstaff all had
great nights. The team clinched its second consecutive trip to the
NCAA tournament and is NWC champ with an overall record of 21-
2 and a conference record of 13-1. On to regionals!
• My best football memory of the month came during Parents
Weekend. Freshman Cameron Collings kicked a 37-yard field goal to
force overtime with Willamette. On the first play of OT, junior Billy
Condon scampered in for a touchdown, then Jonathan Hook picked off
a pass and returned it for a touchdown and a 44-31 win. Scott Biglin and
Dwayne Tawney had their usual great games. Whitworth is still alive
in the chase for an NWC football title. The Pirates are 6-2 following last
Saturday's 28-3 win over Eastern Oregon. The win clinched a third
consecutive winning season for the Bucs.
• For me, the soccer highlights were the women tying Willamette (the
Bearcats' only non-win of the season) in a great game where I thought
the women played especially well in overtime, and then yesterday
seeing the men on Senior Day pound George Fox 4-1, with senior Scott
Kerwien having a huge day. The men will finish in third place in the
standings. They are 11-7-1 and finishing the season well. Only six of
the season's 11 starting players are still in the starting lineup for the
Pirates, mostly due to injury. However, freshmen Todd Sabrowski and
Jonathan Carlson have really come through, scoring 12 goals between
them. Scott Kerwien leads the NWC in total points and assists (13). The
women, led by Heather Sale and Dalyce Young, were quite young this
year but they worked hard.
ALUMNI
Parents, allow us to serve your students on your behalf. The Alumni
Association Birthday and Gift Service information and order form is now
available online at www.whitworth.eduiparents/birthdayservice.htm.
MILESTONE
Long-time Whitworth Foundation benefactor Marketta Whitlow
Buckler passed away on her birthday, Oct. 17. Marketta and her late
husband, Waldo, had established life-income gifts with the foundation
over the years. Through these gifts, the Whitworth Endowment Fund will
receive more than $1 million to establish a scholarship for music or religion
students and a music endowment fund in Marketta's name.
MISCELLANEOUS
Whitworth invites you to its 28th annual Institute of Ministry July 14-
18,2003. We extend an invitation to you to participate with us in this year's -
WIM, which will focus on the theme of Spiritual Renewal in Pastoral.
Ministry. Speakers will include Eugene Peterson, author of several vol-
umes on spirituality and translator of The Message; Craig Barnes, Robert
McNeilly Professor of Ministry at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary,
author of Sacred Thirst and When God Interrupts: Finding New Life.
Through Unwanted Change, and recently retired senior pastor of National
Presbyterian Church in Washington D.C.; and Marva Dawn, theologian,
scholar, teacher, musician, and author of Reaching Out Without Dumbing
Down: A Theology of Worship for the Turn-of-the-Century Culture.
Tomorrow is election day. Tomorrow night I will host 40+ students in my
living room to discuss ways in which our community can disagree
constructively rather than divisively. According to St. John, the glory of
Jesus was his grace and truth. These two virtues would put Jesus at a serious
disadvantage if he were in a typical contemporary campaign of the type
that too often features disgraceful behavior and the spinning of half-truths.
In today's win-at-all-costs environment, teaching civility between people
who disagree is not what you would call taking candy from a baby.
Somehow we have to show our students a better way — the grace-and-truth
way. We have to take seriously the profit Micah's claim that God wishes
us to walk humbly. In my experience, it is the proud who most often and
easily lose their civility. What this means for Whitworth is that we must
teach our students both the power of truth and the limits of our understand-
ing — a combination that cannot be embraced without conviction and
humility. In today's world, grace and truth stand among the most important
aims of a mind-and-heart education at Whitworth.
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AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
OCTOBER 2002
Yesterday, my class of Whitworth seniors heard the story of a young widow in Mississippi who found herself 2,000 miles from family with twin girls
to raise, no job training and only a high-school diploma. Today she is a renowned researcher in bioinformatics who serves as a professor here at Whitworth.
In the final acknowledgment of Susan Mabry's doctoral dissertation at Cal Irvine, she says nothing of the obvious grit needed to overcome the crushing
barriers of her journey; rather, she tells of a gracious God who led and protected her down a path that was so surprising, so difficult and so good because
God was there. The students who heard this account will graduate into a world tormented by economic and military threats far greater than we have seen
in recent years. They are bright, well-educated and confident. But I think this environment has caught their attention. I think they want to hear the same
"Follow me" that Susan heard. I think they are right where God wants them. May that be said of us all.
ACADEMICS
Teaching college students is really good but it's really hard. They need as
much as we have to give. So I'm impressed that our faculty members carry
their expertise beyond the classroom. Below are two examples. I'll
include more next month.
• Russ Richardson (Athletic Training): If you see Russ on ABC or ESPN
October 23-27, it will be because someone has taken a serious pratfall, and
I hope it's someone other than Russ. As an athletic trainer for the U. S.
Figure Skating Association, he is one of two medical directors for an event
that will take place in Spokane, and is the primary-care provider for the
U.S. delegation. The other director is Ed Reisman, the team physician for
our Athletics Department, who is himself a former world-class pairs
skater. Russ, Ed and many of our athletic training students should have a
great time working this event.
• Betty Williams (Education) has been named project director for a
$500,000 federal grant made to the Spokane Guilds' School. The school
serves children from birth to age 3 who have disabilities, as well as their
families. Betty reports, "The grant will bring together some of the best
minds in the country." As a result of the grant, four conferences will be
held on the Whitworth campus during the coming year on early identifi-
cation and assessment, educational treatment, pediatric therapies, and
family involvement. The public can benefit from several free presenta-
tions, the first on Nov. 5. For more information, contact Betty at 777-4688.
On Sept. 20 we celebrated the official launch of our new School of
Global Commerce and Management. It was a grand statement of the
new identity and mission in our business-related programs. Enriching the
event was the presence of those who laid the foundation for this effort,
including former business faculty members Rich Hungate, Jay Kendall,
Chuck McKinney, Dan Sanford and George Weber. Our 150 guests had
the opportunity to hear from Wayne Angell, formerly of the Federal
Reserve Board, and Dean Kyle Usrey offered an inspiring statement of the
world's need for globally trained business leaders with Whitworth values.
We've had two great exhibits recently in our Koehler Gallery. The
first was by Spokane artist Ken Yuhasz, who displayed his neon sculpture
in an exhibit in September. Then, early in October, we opened Harvesting
Hope and Humor, featuring nine members of the Northwest Papier Mache
Artists' Guild. Their sculpture, on display until Nov. 27, features a wide
range of imaginative pieces, including work by local artists.
Veteran jazz saxophonist Jimmy Heath will perform in concert with
the acclaimed Whitworth Jazz Ensemble Nov. 9 at 8 p.m. in Cowles
Auditorium. As one of the last original-generation jazz artists still
performing around the world, Heath has played with Miles Davis, Charlie
Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, and a host of other jazz legends. Now, at 75, he's
one of the treasures of the U.S. and the jazz world.
ENROLLMENT
Our official enrollment has been recorded at 2,206.1' m glad that we are
able to provide a Whitworth education for more students than ever, but
this number is a little above our ideal. Actually, if the rise in enrollment
were the result of significantly overshooting our freshman class target,
we'd be like sardines. But almost all of the growth has come through
transfers and retention, with the latter pushing our six-year graduation rate
above 70 percent (very high in relative terms).
The first of our two Great Escape campus-visit programs for high
school seniors takes place Oct. 20-21. Information and registration
materials can be found on our website in the Prospective Students section.
The second Great Escape is Nov. 17-18. Please spread the word.
STUDENT LIFE
Community Building Day is a great Whitworth tradition. The whole
Spokane region loves it, as do we. This year's event began with a town-
hall meeting organized by ASWC that dealt with issues of poverty in
Spokane. Then, more than 600 students, faculty and staff went to work, and
I watched nine buses filled with students head off to nonprofit organiza-
tions all over Spokane. In the words of one organization's director, "They
did three days' work in two hours, which means we won't have to close
down our soup kitchen at all to do this work."
Bonnie and I were at the symphony a few weeksAgo and saw Whitworth
students everywhere we looked. This is not unusual, because the Spokane
Symphony graciously releases unsold tickets to college students on perfor-
mance night for drastically reduced rates. With that in mind, Mark Baker,
'04, organized a night at Dick's Drive-In and the symphony. (Although
Dick's is the cultural antithesis of the symphony, the burgers are so good
that you don't mind having to eat with one hand while you thump yourself
in the chest with the other to keep the sludge moving through your arteries.)
So 67 students dressed up and drove to Dick's while Mark took everyone's
ID to the ticket window along with the cash he had collected, got all the
tickets, then joined the group at the drive-in. Way to go, Mark.
RESOURCES
Last Saturday morning I heard the sound that scares me like no other
— sirens on campus. Our health center was on fire. Fortunately, no one was
in the building at the time and there have been no related injuries, but the
building is probably totalled. It appears that the fire was electrical. Fire
district investigators and our insurance consultants will complete their
reports in the near future, and we should soon have a plan for relocation.
Right now we are using space in the physical plant building and a couple
of mobile units to serve students. Kudos to Jan Murray (health center
director) and Steve Thompson (director of facilities) for having the
operation back in business by Monday morning.
During Homecoming Weekend we will celebrate the success of our
Faith in the Future Campaign. We ended the campaign with you giving
beyond our $50-million goal by more than $10 million. This is a wonderful
expression of support for our mission and our students. Thank you so
much. While we're oversubscribed in some areas, we still need to finish
several key initiatives. Most important, we still need to collect $1.3 million
to finish Weyerhaeuser Hall. But we thank God that the campaign resulted
in more than $31 million to enhance our academic program in the form of
faculty development, programmatic dollars and student scholarships; in
just over $14 million for capital improvements; and in more than $14
million in operational money. We cannot thank you enough. I hope you can
be here for our time of celebration and thanksgiving.
ATHLETICS
Fall athletics continue to flourish. Below is an update from Steve Flegel,
'89, our excellent sports information director.
The volleyball team is cruising toward another outstanding season.
The Bucs are 13-1 overall and 4-0 in the Northwest Conference after
sweeps of PLU and UPS. The second win was especially impressive
because the Loggers were ranked 10th in the nation. But Whitworth, now
ranked 7th, responded to the challenge and rolled to the win. Julie
Weatherred has followed up her All-America season by leading the Bucs
in kills, hitting percentage and digs. She was named NWC Player of the
Week after hitting .491 and putting down 31 kills against PLU and UPS,
including a match-high 20 kills against UPS.
The cross-country teams have performed very well. The women have
been ranked in the DIII Top 25, and Leslie Nelson has won three races,
including last week's Pasco Big Cross Invitational. She leads a solid mix
of veterans (Beth Abbey, Jessica Austin, Elaine Heineman) and freshmen
(ICristi Dickey, Heather Thomsen, Teraruie McComas) who will make the
Pirates a formidable group come conference and regional championships.
Men's cross-country has shown dramatic improvement. Jesse Stevick,
Ben Robinson and Doug Blackburn give the men an impressive 1-3
combination. They led Whitworth to a second-place finish in Pasco. If a
couple more men step up, the Bucs can really improve upon their 2001
results at the conference and regional championships.
Women's soccer is ready. The Pirates gave Whitman all it could handle
in a 4-3 loss on Sept. 25. Then the Bucs defeated Linfield, 1-0, in Oregon,
and gave 10th-ranked Willamette a struggle before losing 3-1, also on the
road. Heather Sale and Piper Moore form a dangerous offensive combi-
nation. Each scored two goals and added assists over the weekend.
Whitworth is 2-5 overall and 1-2 in the NWC.
Men's soccer faces serious obstacles in its quest to repeat as NWC
champ. The Pirates lost key defender J.R. Remtnington and scoring
leader Calvin Ball to injuries, then opened defense of their title with a
4-1 win over Whitman — but they sustained a 3-1 loss at undefeated
Linfield and a heartbreaking 3-2 defeat in double overtime at Willamette.
They're now 5-4 overall and 1-2 in the conference, and Scott Kerwien is
one of the NWC leaders in assists this season with six.
After three big victories, the football Bucs suffered their first loss, 31-
28, at Montana-Western. Some pundits thought the Bucs would be
fortunate to win even one of their difficult first four contests. But
impressive wins over Montana Tech (35-14) and Menlo College (30-7)
followed a dramatic victory over Bethel (27-26) in the season opener. The
offensive line, led by team captain Isaac Larson, has performed wonder-
fully well, helping quarterback Scott Biglin and wide receiver Dwayne
Tawney to put up outstanding numbers. The defense, led by Jon Hook,
Jeff Riddell, Dusty Kinley and Austin—Neale, has also been stetrar.
Whitworth' s attempt to defend its NWC championship begins with the
Bucs' conference opener against Willamette in the Pine Bowl on Oct. 12.
ALUMNI
Spaces are currently available for alumni and parents on next year's
Core 650 Germany tour, Back Roads of the Reformation, with Reli-
gion Professor Jim Edwards and his wife, Janie. The trip will take place
July 29-Aug. 9, beginning in Berlin and ending in Dresden. Check out our
website, www.whitworth.edu/alurruii/germany2003.htm, or call the Of-
fice of Alumni and Parent Relations at (800) 532-4668 for info.
During this year's Homecoming Weekend, you can attend our fall
theatre production, The Sound of Music, as well as great athletics events,
including a battle between last year's conference co-champions in foot-
ball (Whitworth and PLU), campaign celebrations, and worship on
Sunday morning. All of the latest info is on the web (www.whitworth.edu/
alumni/homecoming.htm), and the registration form is available for you
to sign up online. I am also delighted to include this announcement from
Alumni Director Tad Wisenor:
We pleased to announce the following recipients of the 2002 Alumni
Awards. They will be honored at Homecoming at a reception on Satur-
day, Oct. 19, at 5 p.m. in the chapel. Look for more information online
after Homecoming Weekend, and keep those nominations coming!
Distinguished Alumni Award
The oldest practicing surgeon in the U.S., Grant Rodkey, M.D., '39,
is a senior teaching surgeon at the Veterans Administration hospital in
Jamaica Plains, Mass., a visiting surgeon at Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston, and a clinical professor at Boston University. He
earned his M.D. at Harvard and received a Massachusetts Medical
Lifetime Achievement Award in 1995.
Alumni Service to Whitworth Award
Tireless supporters and longtime volunteers Dick and Mary Ann
Barney, both '60, moved to Spokane from Seattle upon retirement. Dick
is a devoted fan of Whitworth athletics and a member of the Crimson
Club board, and he and Mary Ann have served countless hours in support
of our alumni office and of the annual Christmas choir concerts.
Alumni Mind & Heart Award
Richard Carr, '49, retired as a major general and chief of chaplains for
the U.S. Air Force in 1982, after serving throughout the world and
establishing marriage and military family support programs at airbases
worldwide. Originally ordained in the Church of Christ, he helped
establish the Washington, D.C., office of World Vision. Dick is interim
pastor at National Presbyterian Church in the nation's capital.
Recent Alumni Award
A local TV news producer in Chattanooga, Tenn., and Portland after
graduating from Whitworth, Jen Pifer, '92, now works for CNN in
Atlanta, where she is senior producer of News Night with Aaron Brown.
Join us for our annual pre-concert dessert on Nov. 9 at 6:45, as
saxophonist Jimmy Heath joins Professor of Music Dan Keberle and the
Whitworth Jazz Ensemble for an evening of good sweets and sweet tunes.
Call the Office of Alumni and Parent Relations or sign up online at
www.whitworth.edu/alumnicalendar.htm.
MILESTONE
We've just received the news of the death of Lillian Whitehouse Lyle,
who died Oct. 1. Lillian was employed at Whitworth from 1965-1981 as
associate dean of students, dean of women, associate director of student
development, and director of the Women in Transition program. Lillian
was a blessing to so many of us in so many ways. And she made significant
contributions toward the education of women, non-traditional students,
and senior-citizen scholars. Memorial contributions may be made in
Lillian's name to Whitworth or to the Spokane YWCA (829 Broadway,
Spokane, WA 99201).
My apologies to those of you who were nice enough to call about the
leadership book I wrote. We had a little mixup on our end. If you order
through amazon.com or call our bookstore (509) 777-3710, you shouldn't
have any trouble. It's been fun doing readings and speaking about the
research that went into the book. I always find people especially attentive
because I'm from Whitworth. I think folks also find that the scandalous
behavior we've seen in the management of high-profile companies makes
the leader who dwelt among us and we beheld him... (John 1:14) so much
more compelling than the leaders who dwell above us where we can't see




AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
SEPTEMBER 2002
Yesterday, 435 freshmen and 100+ transfer students descended upon Whitworth. They seem just great. I sensed in them a certainty that their lives were
about to be forever changed and an uncertainty as to just what the change would look like. Personally, I'm fighting a low-grade anxiety as I consider
starting the year in a very different world than the one in which we welcomed last year's new students. As I write, I have just come home from a worship
service with parents and students in which Dean of the Chapel Terry McGonigal reminded us that God's grace, truth and care hover over our students.
I cling to Christ's words, "My peace I give you... let not your heart be troubled." (I must say, the glow of the service was dampened a few minutes ago
when, as I rode my bike home, a bird pooped on my bald spot. I always thought the "he" in "His eye is on the sparrow, and I know he watches me" referred
to God, not the sparrow. Either way, it's not encouraging.) For those of you alumni and friends who haven't experienced the kind of Whitworth welcome
we now provide, it would be worth coming here to witness it. Faculty, staff and student leaders blanket our beautiful campus with the common goal of
providing a great start for students and their families. Special thanks go to Assistant Dean of Students Dayna Coleman, conductor of this weekend, for
helping us all prepare for another year in which minds and hearts will surely grow at Whitworth College.
ACADEMICS
I would usually include enrollment information below, but many
academic factors are directly influenced by the number of students
enrolled. Once again this year, we have unintentionally broken a few
records. Our "perfect" number of freshmen was 420, but a record 431
actually matriculated. Also, we are markedly up in transfer and returning
students. We can more easily accommodate non-freshmen because they
enroll in the less-populated upper-division classes, and a higher percent-
age live off campus. Challenges notwithstanding, the sharp rise in
applications and our retention progress flat-out thrill us. Registrar Gary
Whisenand reports that our total headcount is now approaching 2,200, up
from 2,107 last year. So our dedicated faculty is working even harder to
make sure that no student is shortchanged because of this situation.
When our enrollment bulges like this, we really stretch our classroom
capacity. We feel so acutely the need for our new academic building,
Weyerhaeuser Hall. It's frustrating to have 80 percent of the funds given
or pledged and then to watch the stock market dive into the dumper. I know
that for many of our donors, the spirit is willing but the bank account is
weak. Oh, well — we'll get to our number. We just need to keep giving our
best to this wonderful mind-and-heart mission.
This year's opening convocation was the setting for the conferral of
a presidential commendation upon Holocaust survivor Eva Lassman.
Now 83, Ms. Lassman lost most of her family in the Nazi death camps. For
decades she has told her story and preached against hatred and bigotry
with an authority that can come only from the firsthand, horrifying
experience of those who lived through such evil. A full house in Cowles
Auditorium gave her a standing ovation to recognize her work in telling
thousands of school children and college students of her experiences as a
young Jewish woman in Nazi-occupied Poland in World War II. As our
students clapped, it struck me that by the time they are my age, there will
bF no more living voices to bear witness to an event that we must never
forget. We thank Jim Waller (Psychology) for bringing Eva into our lives.
Two weeks ago, we held another ceremony for the purpose of conferring
an honorary doctorate on Franklin Graham in recognition of his tireless
humanitarian work as president of Samaritan's Purse and for advancing
Christ's gospel as president of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Associa-
tion. Franldin was in Spokane doing an evangelistic festival exactly 20
years after his father had done a crusade here. It is amazing how many lives
have been rescued and redeemed through Franklin's ministry.
One of the most celebrated representations of the Nazi's wicked
march across Europe will be presented by our theatre and music
students in this fall's play, The Sound of Music. For some reason this
musical just does me in, and I think its message of freedom will be
especially poignant right now.
I'm particularly involved in academic affairs this year, having found
my way back to the classroom. I'm teaching a capstone course to 30
seniors. I was rusty in my first class, but I'll rally in the next session. The
students are wonderful, and today's academic technology is much more
advanced than when! was a full-time professor. Unfortunately, my efforts
to use the new technology were spectacularly inept. It's lucky I didn't
bring down our whole system.
We received a $137,628 grant from the Herbert Jones Foundation to
develop a shadowing/mentoring/internship program for business
students that focuses on entrepreneurship. Liz Peterson (Economics
and Business) worked hard to bring us these funds that will provide great
opportunities for our students to supplement what they're learning in class
with hands-on experience in local businesses.
Susan Mabry (Computer Science) attracted a National Science Foun-
dation grant of $18,000 in the area of bioinformatics. This will provide
additional funding for her work in helping emergency-room personnel
employ software that ranks patients' urgency. Much of this grant will be
used to employ students to do research on this project. The chance to
conduct research with our faculty attracts many students to Whitworth.
Thanks are again in order to the Fluke Corporation. Karen Stevens
(Chemistry) wrote a grant resulting in an in-kind donation from Fluke
Corp. of more than $19,000 of equipment for the chemistry and physics
departments. Delbert Friesen (Physics) also worked on this grant request
shortly before his untimely death this summer.
ENROLLMENT
The first of our two Great Escape campus visit programs for high school
seniors will be held Oct. 20-21. Information and registration materials can
be found on the Whitworth website in the prospective student section. The
second Great Escape date is Nov. 17-18. Please spread the word.
STUDENT LIFE
Some of you parents mentioned to the freshman advisers that you were
worried about the shyness of your children. So you might have been
surprised at the annual yell-off, when students' neck and forehead veins
bulged as they screamed blood-curdling affirmations of two-day-old
loyalty to their residence halls.
We're housing a record number of students — 1,051 — in college
housing. That's up 63 students from last year. And even with the opening
of our plush new residence hall, Boppell Hall, we still have a waiting list
for students wanting to live on campus.
Parents' Weekend is Oct. 11-13. Parents will hear from faculty, see The
Sound of Music, and cheer on the Whitworth football and volleyball teams.
I love how much our students love this weekend. They can't wait to see you.
I'll be around all weekend and will give a short message at the worship
service. The registration form is available online at http://
www.whitworth.edu/Parents/ParentsWeekend.htm or you can call 509-
777-3276. Don't wait!
We appreciate our international students so much. Our cultural diver-
sity advocates (members of our student leadership team) have already
created a wonderful bond and climate for these new students. We have one
student (Duong Ngo) who was in transit for 30 hours starting from Hanoi,
Vietnam, and arriving in Spokane at 7:30 a.m. last Tuesday. She's a
freshman and hopes to stay here for four years. Many others traveled for
hours and hours to get to Whitworth. Incidentally, we have students who
speak Afrikaans, American Sign Language, Cantonese, English, French,
German, Japanese, Mandarin, Russian, Spanish, Taiwanese, Thai, and
Zulu (though not all at the same time).
RESOURCES
In order to be really ready for a miraculous gift, Cameo Construction
will begin next week to prepare the old Leavitt site for the new
Weyerhaeuser Hall. There will be construction fencing, backhoes, trenches
and generally torn-up grounds in this zone for the rest of the fall term. In
spite of appearances, it is important to note that this is not a formal
groundbreaking. Once the site preparation is completed, the lawn will be
restored and will remain in place until we have the finances to proceed. I
hope the grass doesn't get very long before the miracle hits.
In October, the beautifully restored Davenport Hotel will be the site of
our successful Faith in the Future Campaign celebration. This morn-
ing, owner Walt Worthy gave me a quick tour of their latest progress. This
grand old dame will be one of the finest hotels in the world, and that is not
an exaggeration. We'll announce all of our final campaign totals shortly
before the celebration.
Our student phonathon kicks off again this month, so if you're an
alum you will be getting a call from our smiling, dialing students very
soon. Most of the voices you hear will be of students who would not be at
Whitworth without the generous gifts you provide, and they are excited
about contacting you. Thanks for talking to them.
ATHLETICS
This weekend goes down as one of the all-time greats for athletics at
Whitworth College. I saw our men's soccer team dominate and our
football team pull off another miraculous come-from-behind victory over
one of the top teams in the country. I also witnessed four of the five
victories notched by our women's volleyball team in a 12-team, five-
match tournament we hosted. Here's the rundown:
The cross-country team is larger than ever, with 48 athletes compet-
ing. Led by returners Lindsay Nelson, Beth Abbey and Jessica Austin, the
women's team is 27 strong and is aiming at a top finish in the conference
and west region. The men's squad has 21 runners and looks capable of
breaking into the top three teams in the conference, with Jesse Stevich and
Ben Robinson leading the way. Both teams are coming off victories over
Gonzaga last Saturday.
The volleyball team, ranked 20th in the nation, began strong in
Colorado. The Pirates came back from a two-games-to-none deficit to
defeat 10th-ranked Central College (Iowa) in their season opener. The
Bucs went 3-1 in the tournament, and seniors Julie Weatherred and
Lindsey Wagstaff were named to the all-tournament team. At this weekend's
27th annual Whitworth Invitational, the Bucs won all four of their
matches, three of which were important in-region victories over Occiden-
tal, Redlands and Cal Lutheran. And Julie was named to her second
straight all-tournament team.
Men's soccer is also ranked 20th and also got off to a great start. The
Pirates defeated Northwest College 3-2 in overtime after trailing 2-0 with less
than 10 minutes remaining in regulation. Freshman Todd Sabrowslci scored
the winning goal in overtime. The following day, Whitworth rolled over
Evergreen State 5-0. The Pirates now stand at 3-0 after a win over Montana
State-Billings in their home opener on Saturday. Todd stayed hot with a goal
and an assist and Justin Tauscher earned his second shutout in goal.
Women's soccer ran up against a couple of Canadian powerhouses,
losing to Trinity Western University 5-0 and to Simon Fraser University
5-1. They resume play next weekend.
The football Bucs, all 100 of them, opened against Bethel College
(Minn.) last Saturday with another cardiac victory. Both teams are
defending co-champs oftheir conferences. The Bucs picked up where they
left off in 2001, when they earned five of their seven victories by coming
from behind. Whitworth trailed Bethel 20-7 in the fourth quarter before
rallying to win 27-26 when QB Scott Biglin passed to K.C. Dameron for the
winning score with 1:35 to play. Scott has now engineered seven game-
winning, last-minute scoring drives in his career as Whitworth's starting QB.
Next weekend is the Whitworth Heritage Gallery Hall of Fame
football game against Montana Tech. We'll induct some great
Whitworthians into the Hall of Fame: Doug Larson, NAIA decathlon
champion in 1981; Mark Linden, all-star baseball and football player from
1988-90; and the 1996 men's basketball team, which finished as NAIA
Division II national runners-up.
ALUMNI
Homecoming is going to be especially great this year, and the registra-
tion form is available for you to sign up online (www.whitworth.edu/
alumni/homecoming.htrn). Saturday's lunch will be a major celebration of
the Faith in the Future Campaign, and the football game should be a fierce
battle. Round out your weekend with an evening of musical theatre and
Sunday morning worship in the chapel.
Join alumni, parents and friends for a night of delightful desserts and
musical theatre as we offer our regular pre-play dessert before the fall
production of The Sound of Music on Friday, Oct. 10. More information is
available online and will reach your mailbox soon.
If you're in the greater Portland area, Ron Pyle (Communication
Studies) will be coming to a church near you on Oct. 11 and 12. Ron will
present a series of sessions at Lake Grove Presbyterian Church, some of
which will be open to visitors. Look for more information in the mail soon.
MISCELLANEOUS
Spokane artist Ken Yuhasz is displaying his neon sculpture in an
exhibit, Found: Neon Objects, through Sept. 26 in Koehler Gallery.
The exhibit features common objects found in the Inland Northwest's
farming communities that Yuhasz has embellished with neon- and argon-
filled tubing to create art that represents his perspective of Western icons.
Two summers ago I pretended to be an author. It was great. I like to
write. Finally, what I wrote is actually a book, titled Leading Peopie
from the Middle: The Universal Mission of Heart and Mind (Executive
Excellence Publishing). I have drawn upon my own organizational
experiences and my doctoral studies in organizational communication
to present what kind of leadership I feel is needed in the 21st century.
It won't go down as a classic, but I think it will be very helpful and readable
for people interested in leading. You can buy it from major bookstores in
Spokane and online for $22.95. However, it's available through the
Whitworth bookstore at a discounted rate of $16.75 plus shipping and
handling. Contact Bookstore Manager Nancy Loomis at (509) 777-4524
or nloomis@whitworth.edu.
As I mentioned above, it took me a week to write this newsletter. We've
all been going at a breakneck pace, but it has been just a great first week
of school. Yesterday at the football game an alumnus said to me, "I want
you to know how proud I am of what has happened at my school."
Following his example, I want you to know how grateful I am for your
support. Something exciting is happening at Whitworth. You deserve a ton
of credit. Thanks again. Keep us in your prayers.
ind
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Greetings to you from a place and condition quite foreign to my "normal" life. I'm sitting on the porch of a centuries-old villa, watching a setting Tuscan
sun turn vineyards, olive groves and Siena, Italy, into a picture-book silhouette. My condition is probably the equivalent of a second-semester sophomore
at the Betty Ford De-stress Center. Having spent a week of no contact with the world other than what my sensory equipment provides, my craving for
adrenaline, stress, and the psychic rage of overstuffed days is starting to recede. lam on a month-long sabbatical in Italy. My prudent wife, Bonnie, chose
this spot after gripping my cheeks, looking me in the eye and saying something about me needing a good bleaching. She would not be pleased to know
I am writing the first paragraph of Mind and Heart, but I've been thinking today about Whitworth. Bonnie and I love art and have taken in much here
in the cradle of the Renaissance. For me, art and literature have been the most exquisite couriers of great and durable truths. Today I have been feeling
thankful and proud that Whitworth believes in truth. Since its founding, our college has resisted movements that worship the Baal of relativism.
Admittedly, we are finite and our efforts to find ultimate truth will always be incomplete. But at Whitworth we believe truth has found us. Where the
finite could not reach the infinite, the Infinite did the reaching. I pray that this new academic year will be one in which our students experience fully the
exhilaration of seeking and being sought by truth.
(To those of you receiving this newsletter for the first time, welcome. Chances are that you have enrolled a new student at Whitworth. I will be sending
you these updates on a monthly basis, except in the summer, when I write only one. Also, let me apologize in advance for the times I whine, brag or fail
to mention your student when s/he surely deserves it. Send me a note (wrobinson@whitworth.edu) if there's anything we can do for you.)
ACADEMICS
Our faculty members have been very busy on research and scholar-
ship projects over the summer, but I don't have a complete list of their
activities in front of me. I do, however, have a roster of our great new
faculty members and some recent grants we have received. Our new
permanent faculty are:
• Richard H. Bishop (Mathematics and Computer Science), who has an
engineering background with Lockheed-Martin Co.; his doctorate is
from the University of Utah.
• Mechelle Doughty (Modern Languages) who will teach Spanish,
comes to Whitworth from Indiana's University of Evansville. She
received her doctorate in Hispanic literature from the University
of Nebraska.
• Kevin Heid (Education) is a psychologist at Sacred Heart Medical
Center; his doctorate is from WSU. Kevin has previously taught for us
as an adjunct professor.
• Doug Laher (Economics and Business) did so well with us last year as
a visiting professor, he'll now be with us permanently.
• Michael Le Roy, '89 (Politics & History), comes to us from Wheaton
College, where he's served on the faculty for the past eight years. His
doctorate is from Vanderbilt University.
• Barbara Loste (Modern Languages) will rejoin our faculty to teach
Spanish after being in Washington, D.C., for a year. Her doctorate is
from Gonzaga.
• Brad Sago (Economics and Business) comes to us with extensive
experience teaching marketing at Anderson University, in Indiana. His
doctorate in business administration is from United States Interna-
tional University in San Diego.
• Daniel G. Stewart (Economics and Business), originally from the
Spokane area, is finishing up his doctoral work at Stanford.
• Ann Teberg (Education) has taught at EWU since 1994, having earned
her Ed.D. from WSU.
• Michael Tidwell (Communication Studies) comes to us from the
University of Kentucky. He received his doctorate from WSU.
Through the hard work of Dean Kyle Usrey and Assistant Professor
Liz Peterson in the School of Global Commerce and Management,
Whitworth has received a grant for $137,628 over three years to
establish an entrepreneurship program for the campus and the commu-
nity. Due to the generosity of Seattle's Herbert Jones Foundation, this grant
will provide abridge between the academic and business worlds through the
development of a program and related curriculum through which students
will have the opportunity to gain applied business experience. The grant
also will help us set up a speakers' program in entrepreneurship.
Every day, death claims the poignant but unwritten stories of
thousands who endured the terrors and triumphs of World War II.
With that awareness, Janet Hauck, our archivist, applied for and re-
ceived a $23,000 grant from the Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction to create an oral history CD-ROM on Japanese-Americans
who did not go to internment camps and were in this area during WWII.
Many of them were students here at Whitworth. Once complete, the CD-
ROM will be distributed to schools to be used in various curricula. Our
archives program will also receive $17,000 from the Northwest Digital
Archives Project as part of a grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities to 13 participating Northwest institutions, and $15,000 as part
of a grant from the National Historical Publications and Records Commis-
sion to six participating Northwest institutions. Thanks to Janet for her hard
work in securing these grants.
Julia Stronks (Politics & History) has received support for her Street
Kids Project from the Wasmer Fund at Foundation Northwest. These
funds will underwrite student interns as they coordinate the various
projects in which Whitworth students work with homeless teens. This
project is an extension of the Lives of Commitment grant and will have our
students working in the West Central neighborhood, partnering with the
Cup of Cool Water ministry directed by Mark Terrell, '94.
Over the years, many of our students have studied in South Africa
during Jan Term. Wanting to determine if formal connections would
strengthen that educational experience, V.P. Tammy Reid (Academic
Affairs), Rick Hornor, '70 (Theatre), Jim Hunt (History), and recently
retired English prof Linda Hunt, MAT '75, went to SoutleAfrica in July
with a group sponsored by the Council for Christian Colleges and Univer-
sities. We are hoping to enjoy the benefits of their work as early as January
2004, when we will again be offering the study tour.
I think what the U.S. economy needs to spike upward is for our
business students to hit the marketplace. In this year's state competition
of Phi Beta Lambda, a national business fraternity, 10 Whitworth students
won first- or second-place honors in categories including business law,
economics, accounting principles, and finance. Several Whitworth com-
petitors won top honors in multiple events, including senior Nina Sidneva
of Visaginas, Lithuania, who won four first-place awards, and junior Kathy
Goligoski of Spokane, who won two first-place awards and a third-place
award. Liz Peterson, assistant professor of business and economics at
Whitworth, is our chapter advisor. Steven Shaw, a sophomore business-
management major from Spokane, was elected president of the Washing-
ton State Chapter of Phi Beta Lambda for 2002-03. Congratulations to
these winning students!
We're still a bit short on funds for breaking ground on Weyerhaeuser
Hall, our new academic building, but planning committee chair Gordon
Jackson (Academic Affairs) reports that we're doing site preparation work
this summer, as well as working hard on the choices to be made in every
area from furniture selection to audiovisual and computer needs. I think our
faculty would rather get coal in their Christmas stockings than hear me
announce that we don't have the pledges to start turning dirt for this project.
Moreover, rising enrollment yield and retention numbers make the need for
additional teaching space even more acute. So we're feeling a sense of
urgency, but we will not take shortcuts. We're going to do this building
right and we're going to do it without debt.. .so it would be nice if
somebody out there has a rich uncle, or aunt, for that matter.
ENROLLMENT
All-time highs in our applications count and retentiiin rates, along
with a very strong yield (percentage of accepted freshmen who ma-
triculate) will bump our freshman class and overall enrollment to
historic high points again this year. While this is great news and a tribute
to our admissions office, faculty and student-life program, we want to be
very cautious about growth. Until we have our new academic building and
more campus housing ready to go, we will restrict the number of students
we admit. Growth is exciting, but not if it threatens quality. In the long haul,
we will be judged by how good we are, not by how big. Having said that,
we thank God for every student we will greet this fall, and we'll provide
them with great mind-and-heart educations.
STUDENT LIFE
Assistant Dean Dayna Coleman and the entire student-life staff are
busy preparing for our students' return. Orientation will begin Satur-
day, Aug. 31, for all new students and on Monday, Sept. 2, for all
returning students. Of course, I have high anxiety about Orientation. As
I write this, I have not yet made it back to campus from Italy (a wild story
that has me getting off a plane, changing clothes in a Spokane Airport
men's room, and jumping on another plane without going home), so I
don't know specifically how Dayna is expecting me to shame myself this
year. But you can find out when it will happen from the complete schedule
of Orientation events on the college webpage (www.whitworth.edu).
RESOURCES
The campus is more beautiful than ever, and all the projects I listed in
the May Mind and Heart are going well. I'm especially pleased to be
assured that the new fieldhouse roof will neither leak nor cave in on us.
Our most exciting news here relates to our Faith in the Future
Campaign that ended on June 30. Unfortunately, I've been asked to
keep the total number under my hat for the moment. But we'll make an
announcement soon, and I know you'll be pleased. Thanks so very much
to all of you who made this effort successful. Just an eyelash under 50
percent of our alumni made gifts. Campaign Director Stacey Kamm
Smith, '86, and V.P. Kristi Burns (Institutional Advancement) did an
incredible job. So much of their great work on this project was invisible
to most people. Stacey, Kristi, the entire advancement staff and campaign
volunteer, as a member of the national DIII baseball committee and as AD
liaison for NWC committees on men's and women's soccer.
ALUMNI
For the third time in five years, three guys from Whitworth's 1996
national runner-up team beat some of the finest three-on-three bas-
ketball players in the country (whose rosters were peppered with
Division I stallions) to win the open division of the biggest three-on-three
tournament in the world — Spokane's Hoopfest 2002. Nate Dunham, Jeff
Arkills and Nate Williams teamed with Shann Ferch (Gonzaga prof and
great Whitworth friend) to bring home the hardware. Dale Soden (History/
Weyerhaeuser Center), Ron Pyle (Communication Studies), Ken Pecka,
'83 (Instructional Technology), and I had plenty of time on our hands to
watch these guys, as we exited the tournament a bit earlier than usual this
year. On Sept. 14 we are inducting the 1996 men's basketball team, along
with Doug Larsen and Mark Linden, into the Pirate Hall of Fame.
Join Northern California alumni for a pre-game BBQ and football as
the Pirates take on Menlo College in Atherton on Saturday, Sept. 21.
Invitations are in the mail. Contact the Office of Alumni and Parent
Relations for more infonrgthin at 1-800-532-4668 or check out the alumni
calendar on the college website.
Homecoming is just around the corner, so mark your calendar for the
weekend of October 19-20. The Whitworth website is live with all of the
details (w ww.whitworth.edu/alumni/homecoming.htm),and brochures will
be in the mail by the end of the month.
co-chairs Harvey Bolton, '60, and John Scotford, '51, get huge hugs  for ------- - -14karftlffire-of Alumni and Parent Relations is recruiting volunteers fortheir relentless effectiveness in orchestrating the campaign and encourag- the new Parents' Council. If your student will be a sophomore, junior, oring all of you whose generosity made this campaign a success. senior this year, and if you'd like to help with programming and commu-
nications for current parents, please contact Karen Habbestad, '62, assis-
tant director of alumni and parent relations, at 509-777-3732.
In any fund-raising campaign, the buckets don't always fill up exactly
the way they are supposed to. While we had some overflow, others did fall
short. So we will continue to seek funds for Weyerhaeuser Hall, technology
improvements, and faculty endowed chairs and professorships.
I'd like to express special thanks to those of you who joined the
President's Club this year. Last year we had 285 households listed, and
this year that number has grown to 367. In addition, 20 of the 367 are new
donors to Whitworth. We're going to have a great celebration in October.
ATHLETICS
To no one's surprise, Scott McQuilkin, '84, has been selected by the
National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics as the 2001-
2002 Athletic Director of the Year for the west region (14 western
states) of Division HI. When Scott left coaching at Whitworth 13 years
ago, his pursuit of a Ph.D. at Penn State put him on the path to scholarship
in sports history. When, in 1995, I asked him to be our athletics director,
he agreed on the condition that we would structure the position so that he
could continue his teaching and research in his field. And it is from that
"academics first" perspective that Scott has led the success of Whitworth's
student athletes on the field and in the classroom. He has also accom-
plished much in recruiting and retaining excellent coaches and in fund-
raising. Beyond Whitworth, Scott serves as president of the Spokane
Rotary Club North, as a YMCA board member, as a Spokane Youth Sports
MILESTONE
I have finally made it back to our beautiful campus, only to find it
diminished. Our dear, dear friend and physics professor of 17 years
Delbert Friesen passed away this week. We know very few details other
than that he died while camping in Yellowstone National Park. Delbert will
be missed terribly. He loved his subject and his students. Profoundly and
quietly, Delbert lived in the assurance of Jesus' promise that peacemakers
would be blessed. Last night as I was plowing through unopened e-mails,
I found one from a student asking me whom I considered to be Jesus-like.
As I think about it, Delbert Friesen came closer than most of us.
Rushing to get this letter written, I have left no room for closing thoughts.
It's probably a good thing. My brain atrophied under that Tuscan sun, and
is further numbed by sadness. But even in a fog, I do know one thing. There
is no salve for my soul nor stimulant for my mind like students. Soon they
will arrive, and we will all be gloriously reminded that they are God's
calling for us, as they surely were for Delbert. God's blessings to all of you
in your final days of summer.
